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Abstract
Experimental Study of Potassium and Strontium Rydberg Atoms - Chaotic
Ionization, Quantum Optical Phenomena and Multiphoton Excitation
by
Shuzhen Ye

Very-high-n (n ∼ 300) Rydberg atoms serve as a powerful tool to study
chaos and quantum optical phenomena. Measurements using a series of
alternating impulsive kicks applied to potassium Rydberg atoms reveal
that a phase space geometric structure called the turnstile governs the ionization process. Studies of the excitation spectra for potassium Rydberg
atoms in a strong sinusoidal electric drive field in the radio frequency (100300 MHz) regime, display quantum optical phenomena including electromagnetically induced transparency and Aulter-Townes splitting, and the
data are well explained within the framework of Floquet theory. In order to study the strong dipole-dipole interactions between neutral atoms,
new experimental techniques have been developed to create high densities
of very-high-n (n ∼ 300-500) strontium Rydberg atoms using two- and
three-photon excitation. The data demonstrate that high densities, 106
cm−3 , of strongly-polarized quasi-one-dimensional states can be produced
and form the basis for further manipulation of the atomic wave functions.
The strontium Rydberg states are modeled using a two-active-electron
theory which produces results in good agreement with experimental observations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rydberg atoms have been serving as a valuable laboratory to study the behavior
of mesoscopic systems for decades. They are defined as atoms in states of high
principal quantum number n, and accordingly have unusual properties such as long
orbital periods, and exaggerated response to electric fields. Also because they lie near
the classical limit, their wave packets can be engineered to behave like a particle,
mimicking a classical trajectory with little dispersion. Hence the study of such atoms
can bridge the gap between classical and quantum physics. The dynamics of the
valence electron can be described in terms of classical electron orbital motion. The
present work focuses on Rydberg atoms with a classical diameter of about ∼ 10µm
and classical electron Kepler period Tn ∼ 4.3 ns at principal quantum number n ∼
306. States with very different spatial distributions are analyzed in detail, specifically
strongly polarized quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D) states with low values of angular
momentum, and near-circular high-l states with l ∼ n. Through careful manipulation,
such near-circular states can undergo transient localization to form Bohr-like wave
packets, which can maintain their coherence and semi-classical dynamics for periods
of several microseconds [1].
The control and manipulation of the Rydberg wave packets are realized by ap-
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plying a tailored sequence of very short half-cycle pulses (HCPs), i.e., unidirectional
pulsed electric fields with duration Tp . Tn . Such pulses deliver an impulsive momentum transfer to the excited electron, given by [2]
Z
∆~p = −

F~HCP (t)dt,

(1.1)

where F~HCP (t) is a time-dependent field pulse. This results in an energy transfer to
the electron given classically by,

∆E =

∆~p2
+ p~i · ∆~p
2

(1.2)

where p~i is the initial momentum of the excited electron.

1.1
1.1.1

Motivations
Chaotic Ionization

Complex chaotic behavior exists in many physical systems that range from the large
scale such as global weather patterns [3] to the mesoscale like the firing of neurons [4].
In our case, when high-n Rydberg atoms are subject to HCPs directed towards the
nucleus, they display a mix of ordered and chaotic dynamics characterized in phase
space by a series of stable islands that are embedded in a chaotic sea [2, 5]. If the
HCPs are directed away from the nucleus the system is globally chaotic. In the case
of alternating kicks the turnstile is an important geometric structure in phase space,
and is discussed in detail in the present work as it can serve as a vehicle to transport
electrons from bound to ionized states. It organizes the chaotic behavior and opens up
a new interface between atomic physics and nonlinear dynamics. Earlier work [6, 7]
shows that when the overlap between the wave packet and the turnstile is small, most
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of the atoms will survive, whereas the majority of atoms will be ionized if the overlap
is large. The size of the overlap can be controlled by timing the application of the
HCPs as shown in figure 1.1 (see Ref. [6]). The caption provides a brief introduction
to the physical picture. This inspired us to study further the effects of varying both
the duration of the kicking cycle and the kick strength to enhance our understanding
of the turnstile mechanism in atomic ionization.

1.1.2

Nonlinear Optical Phenomena

We have also studied very-high-n Rydberg atoms excited in the presence of sinusoidal radio-frequency (rf) drive fields. In previous work [8], we investigated how
a radio-frequency (rf) drive field maintains the “coherent” behavior of wave packets for hundreds of Kepler periods, which furnishes an ideal testing ground to study
extremely dilute ensembles of high-n Rydberg atoms as a strongly interacting manybody system. The major results are shown in figure 1.2, with a caption explaining
details of the experiment. This also inspired another research topic, namely how rf
drive fields with frequencies in the range ∼100-300MHz affect the photoexcitation of
a Rydberg atom in the presence of strong coupling between different Rydberg levels.
One thing that needs to be noted is that the classical Kepler frequency of n ∼305
states (∼233 MHz) and the frequency separations between neighboring p and s or d
states (∼105-125 MHz) are included in this rf frequency region. Also the rf field can
strongly couple the different Rydberg levels. In such a case, Floquet theory is introduced to study the highly nonlinear response of the Rydberg atoms. Nonlinear optical
phenomena are observed, including Autler-Townes splitting [9], electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [10], and Bloch-Siegert shifts [11].
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Figure 1.1: Results of the chaotic ionization research from earlier work. A series of
HCPs as shown in (a) is applied to high-n quasi-1D Rydberg atoms. The figure on
the top right shows the resulting survival probabilities as a function of delay time,
td . The classical phase space distributions at four selected time delays, b, c, d, and
e, are displayed in the phase space figures at the bottom. The dots represent the
distribution of the classical ensemble, and the energy shell Ẽ = -0.5 is shown by
the green curves. The grey zones show the so-called “escape lobe”, which will be
explained in chapter 3. The changes in the survival probability can be interpreted
in terms of the overlap between the classical phase space distribution and the escape
lobe [6].
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Figure 1.2: Results from earlier work of the effect of application of an rf drive field
whose frequency is slowly varied. The bottom left figure shows selective field ionization spectra showing the changes in the Rydberg atom n distribution induced by
changes in drive frequency. The red dotted line shows data resulted from using a drive
field chirped from 230 MHz (the Kepler frequency for classical orbits corresponding
to n ∼ 305) to 104 MHz, while the data with drive field chirped to 31 MHz are shown
by blue dashed line. The symbols (line) in the graphical insets display measured
(calculated) survival probabilities as a function of probe delay time. Also included
are snapshots of the calculated spatial distributions in the plane of the wave packets’
orbital motion for the times or conditions indicated. The data show that by chirping
the rf frequency the n distribution can be moved to arbitrarily high values of n [8].
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1.1.3

Two-Photon Excitation of High-n Strontium Rydberg
Atoms

The two previous subsections illustrate how studies of high-n potassium, an alkalimetal, Rydberg atoms offer new insights into the dynamics of chaotic systems and
into physics in the ultrafast ultra-intense regime [2, 12, 13]. However, since the potassium atoms only have one valence electron, they cannot be used to study interesting
topics such as autoionization [14, 15] and the creation of quasi-stable two-electron
excited states in the planetary atom [16] or frozen planet configurations [17, 18, 19].
Also, single uv photon excitation of potassium is not able to provide high Rydberg
atom production rates precluding the observation of manybody physics using such
species. Study of dipole-dipole interactions and strongly-coupled Rydberg systems
require high densities of Rydberg atoms. One way to increase the excitation rate is
to implement two-photon excitation in Strontium atoms. Their two valence electrons
also open up opportunities to study the interactions between two excited electrons in
one single atom. Also, the high production rates enable experiments involving multiple Rydberg atoms with interparticle separations approaching those at which Rydberg blockade effects become important. To analyze this new experimental scheme,
a two-active-electron (TAE) theoretical model has been developed. This model uses
numerical methods to investigate the properties of the resulting Rydberg atoms. It
shows that while reasonably efficient production of strongly polarized quasi-1D strontium Rydberg states is possible via two-photon excitation, higher production rates
should be achieved by three-photon excitation, and this was verified experimentally.
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1.1.4

Three-Photon Excitation of High-n Strontium Rydberg
Atoms

The production of multiple Rydberg atoms at well-defined separations in well-defined
initial states is critical in the study of strong Rydberg-Rydberg interactions [20, 21,
22, 23, 24]. As will be detailed in chapter 6, quasi-1D n ∼ 300 atoms have large
blockade radii ∼ 150µm. By using tightly-collimated laser and atom beams, we
can confine the excitation of Rydberg atoms to localized volumes which are smaller
than those defined by the blockade radii. Even though the blockade radii are large,
we still need high Rydberg photoexcitation rates to excite Rydberg atom in each
volume. In the present work, we focus on three-photon excitation of “nF ” states.
The “nF ” states can interact strongly with the neighboring Stark manifold even at
relatively weak applied dc fields, and are superior to “nD” states in terms of both
their production rates and dipole moments. Three-photon excitation forms the basis
for further manipulation of the atomic wave functions and for study of many body
physics.

1.2

Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows. The experimental apparatus is described in chapter
2. Chapter 3 details the results of studies of chaotic ionization including both theory
and experiment. Also the signatures seen in the data are explained by the geometric
structure of phase space. Chapter 4 introduces the nonlinear optical phenomena
seen in the photoexcitation of high-n Rydberg states in the presence of an rf drive
field. The TAE model for two-photon excitation of strontium atoms is described
in detail in the early part of chapter 5. The remainder of this chapter focuses on
the experimental data and the methods used to characterize the high-n quasi-1D
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states. The production of very-high-n strontium Rydberg atoms via three-photon
excitation is discussed in chapter 6, demonstrating that high densities, 106 cm−3 , of
strongly-polarized quasi-one-dimensional states can be produced. In the final chapter
we conclude with a summary and outlook.

Chapter 2

Experimental Technique

In this chapter we discuss the experimental tools we used in our research. The
following two sections respectively focus on the potassium and strontium experiments. These two experiments take advantage of completely different laser systems
and atomic beam sources, yet share the same basic interaction region and data acquisition system. In the first section the basic experimental approach is described
together with the almost 30-year old dye laser system used to excite the potassium
Rydberg atoms and the upgraded potassium oven. The next section focuses on the
diode laser systems used for two-photon and three-photon excitation of strontium, as
well as the strontium oven.

2.1

Experimental Set Up for Potassium Rydberg
Atom Studies

The study of potassium Rydberg atoms has a long history in our laboratory and we
had a well integrated system to handle different measurements including selective field
ionization (SFI) spectra, excitation spectra and time-delay pulse-probe experiments
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the apparatus.
[2]. This section describes the apparatus used in the projects described in chapters
3 and 4. Most of the equipment was taken apart during a laboratory move and reassembled afterwards. Several upgrades were accomplished to improve the stability
and performance of the whole system during the course of this work. This section
focuses on these upgrades since earlier versions of the apparatus are discussed in detail
elsewhere.

2.1.1

Interaction Region and Related Electronics

Figure 2.1 shows the interaction region configured for the potassium experiments.
A collimated potassium beam (red beam) intersects the focused laser beam (cyan
beam) in the middle of the interaction region. The laser beam is the output of an
extracavity-doubled frequency-stabilized Rh6G dye CW laser that is tuned to excite
transitions from the potassium ground state to Rydberg levels with n ∼ 305. The
laser output is chopped into a train of pulses of duration ∼ 2 µs using an acousto-
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optical modulator (AOM). Five electrodes located respectively on the sides and the
top of the interaction region can be biased to zero stray electric fields near the center.
Circular electrodes located below the top plate and inset in one of the side plates
are used for generating fast electric field pulses. The top electrode can also be used
to generate rf drive fields. The source of the drive fields is a computer controlled
arbitrary wave form generator, manufactured by Chase Scientific, which is triggered
by a Stanford Research Systems (SRS) DG535 Digital Delay Generator. A homewritten C++ program allows us to control the amplitude, frequency and phase of
the rf field over a wide range. A field with a strength Frf ∼ 1 mV cm−1 can cause
strong coupling because the dipole transition matrix elements hnl|z|(n ± 1)(l ± 1)i
become large at high-n. Since the matrix element between the ground state and the
n ∼ 305 state is very small and our uv laser power is limited, it’s almost impossible
to create more than one Rydberg atom in one laser pulse allowing their number to be
determined using a simple electron multiplier. We measure the number of Rydberg
atoms created by using a slowly rising (rise time ∼ 1 µs) positive voltage ramp and
utilizing the SFI technique. A fine mesh set in the bottom electrode prevents field
pernetration from the electron multiplier. The experiment is performed in a pulsed
mode with repetition rate of ∼ 20 kHz.
The basic idea of detecting Rydberg atoms is to ionize the Rydberg electron using
a ramped electric field. The resulting free electrons are directed into a Sjuts Optotechnik KBL 25RS channel electron multiplier which lies under the bottom mesh.
The amplified signal is converted into “counts” via our computer-controlled data acquisition system. This system also controls the triggers to a series of pulse generators
with the aid of the SRS delay generator which produces 5 ps resolution. Besides the
arbitrary wave form generator mentioned, we have a Picosecond Pulse Labs (PSPL)
10,050 pulser and two Hewlett-Packard (HP) 8131A pulsers. The pulses from these
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generators can be combined and applied to the top and/or the side circular electrodes
shown in figure 2.1, and the pulses they produce are called half-cycle pulses (HCPs).
Many of the present measurements rely on determining survival probabilities. These
are determined by consecutive measurements with the HCPs on and off . By calculating the ratio of the numbers of Rydberg atoms detected with and without HCPs
applied we can determine the Rydberg atom survival probability. The timing sequence of a typical measurement is: (1) Photoexcite Rydberg atoms, (2) Apply the
HCPs, and (3) Detect the surviving atoms [25].
Since the HCPs have a very short duration, an ultrafast oscilloscope is needed to
monitor the generated pulses in real time. Initially a Tektronix CSA 8000 sampling
oscilloscope was used but this was subsequently replaced by a PicoScope 9000 series
PC Sampling Oscilloscope, which has two inputs with 20 GHz bandwidth and can
perfectly meet our experimental needs. A computer with monitor is required to
support this oscilloscope.

2.1.2

Dye Laser System

The dye laser system was the backbone of our Rydberg experiments for almost 30
years until the switch to strontium when new diode laser systems took its place.
Its different components are carefully arranged to ensure the production of stable
and powerful uv laser light and real time frequency monitoring. This arrangement is
displayed in figure 2.2. The Verdi V8 solid state laser generates 7.5 W of 532 nm light
and pumps the Rh6G Coherent 699-21 single frequency CW laser. This Coherent
laser serves as a resonant cavity for the 528.7 nm light and contains optical and
electronic components within its cavity that are responsible for frequency stabilization
and selection, as shown in figure 2.3. The output of the dye laser is separated into
three beams. One travels to a scanning Michelson interferometer which counts the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the dye laser system.

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the Coherent 699.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the dye circulator.
fringes seen at the dye laser wavelength and compares this number to the fringe
count for a polarization-stabilized HeNe laser allowing the dye laser wavelength to
be accurately determined [26]. Another output is fed into a confocal Fabry-Perot
etalon together with the output of an ultrastable commercial stabilized HeNe laser.
Together, these comprise the “Superlock” system used to lock the dye laser frequency.
The last output, which comprises 90% of the original power, is frequency-doubled by
a Wavetrain frequency-doubler that employs a BBO crystal in a ring configuration
and a Pound-Drever active resonator stabilization method [27, 28]. The output of the
frequency-doubler provides the desired uv excitation light. To synchronize the laser
pulses with the experimental data acquisition system, an AOM is used to chop the
laser beam into short pulses, usually 1 - 2 µs long.
Two modifications were made on this laser system after the move. The first one
was the replacement of the dye pump. The diagram of the structure of the dye
circulator is shown in figure 2.4. The dye pump is the core of this circulator as it
drives the dye through the dye jet. The dye is mainly stored inside a reservoir and
when the circulation starts it needs to travel through a heat exchanger, i.e., a cooler
that prevents the dye getting too hot because of the friction with the pipes. At
the end a filter cleans the dye to make sure the dye jet will not get blocked. The
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the upgraded potassium oven.
original gear pump failed and had to be replaced by one made by Tuthill. The other
modification includes placing a lens positioner under the concave lens at the input
to the frequency doubler. This concave lens is critical for obtaining mode matching
for second harmonic generation, and a two dimensional position adjustment greatly
aided in acheiving this.

2.1.3

Potassium Oven

An upgraded oven was designed to improve its reliability. As shown in figure 2.5,
this oven consists of a front plate that contains the oven aperture, a main body,
a cap, supporting wings, and a frame. The oven aperture on the front plate has a
diameter of about ten thousandths of an inch. We can change the shape (for example,
to a slit) and size of the nozzle by changing the front plate. The cap is locked by
six one-quarter inch screws (not shown in the figure), which evenly press the cap
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against a metal gasket on the top of the oven body, to keep the atomic vapor from
escaping. The oven is refilled by opening this cap and replacing the gasket. A oneinch diameter cylindrical reservoir is inside the main oven body under the cap, where
a five-gram potassium ampoule is placed as the atomic source. To trap the heat
provided by eight cartridge heaters inside the main oven body the thermal contact
between the main body and its supports is minimized. Hence we put three insulating
beads between the supporting wings and the wiring frame. These three beads support
the oven and provide thermal isolation. The locations of the eight cartridge heaters
are carefully designed to serve the purpose of maintaining a temperature gradient
pointing from the nozzle to the rear of the oven. A pair of heaters with higher
power placed near the nozzle prevent condensation in this region which can lead to
clogging of the nozzle. Once this happens we must open the chamber to clean the
aperture, which is quite time consuming. Another three pairs of heaters are aligned
around the potassium reservoir to ensure proper evaporation. Three thermocouples
are, respectively, mounted on the front plate, the top of the body and the back of
the reservoir to monitor the temperature gradient. The “U” shape wiring frame
functions as an interface between the cartridge heaters and the power supplies. All
the electronic connections are carefully aligned to limit strain on the wires from the
heaters, a common form of failure. This upgraded version of the potassium oven
provided much increased stability and reliability at working temperatures of about
300o C, but it tended to run out of atoms after two weeks of daily use. Slightly
enlarging the volume inside the main body to allow use of 10 grams of potassium
might alleviate this problem.
As detailed in figure 2.6, potassium has two ground hyperfine states, F = 1 and F
= 2, which generate two interleaved Rydberg series in the excitation spectrum. One
of the reasons we choose n ∼ 305 in our experiment is because the δn = 2 spacing
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Figure 2.6: Two Rydberg series near n ∼ 305 that result from the two ground hyperfine states F = 1 and F = 2. The arrows indicate the energy separations between
neighboring s and p levels.
between Rydberg manifolds matches the ground-state hyperfine splitting such that
the np and (n - 2)p states overlap and the excitation spectra are simplified.

2.2

Experimental Set Up for Strontium Atoms

Figure 2.7 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus configured to study strontium
Rydberg atoms. In addition to replacing the potassium beam by a strontium beam,
the other major difference between this apparatus and that used for potassium is
the number of laser beams. In the new experimental configuration there are two
frequency-doubled diode laser beams crossing the atomic beam. The first “blue” 461nm laser excites the strontium atom from 5s2 1 S0 to 5s5p1 P1 while the second “violet”
413-nm laser is tuned to the 5s5p1 P1 → 5sns, nd transitions, as shown in the inset
of figure 2.7. As we will discuss in the chapter 4, we can change the polarizations of
these two laser beams to select the final atomic states. They can be arranged with
either collinear (z − z) or orthogonal (x − z) laser polarizations by using half-wave
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of the apparatus with the inset showing the twophoton excitation scheme.
plates. One of the disadvantages of working with hot atomic beams is the presence
of Doppler broadening. This has been seen in our spectroscopic data for potassium.
However, as the wavelengths of the two lasers in the current set up are comparable and
they propagate in different directions, Doppler effects are largely canceled resulting
in narrow experimental line widths. Furthermore, to obtain atoms with higher dipole
moments and large photoexcitation rates, a three-photon excitation scheme, which
uses three laser beams, was also implemented. This scheme can also increase the
production of Rydberg atoms providing a more reliable experimental foundation for
the research involving multiple Rydberg atoms. The following subsections will discuss
the laser systems and the strontium oven as the detection and data acquisition system
have been introduced in earlier work and the previous section.
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Figure 2.8: Cut-section view of a typical diode and a close-up schematic view of a
laser diode chip.

2.2.1

Laser Systems for Two-Photon Excitation

We want to introduce the basic physics of laser diodes by showing figure 2.8 [29]. A
laser diode is basically a semiconductor device, a small chip, attached to a heat sink.
It is controlled by small wires conducting current from external systems. Its front
facet and back facet are constructed with different reflectivities such that most of the
light is emitted from the front. The small portion of the light coming out from the
back facet is fed into a photodiode used to monitor the laser power.
The bottom sketch of figure 2.8 shows a close up of a laser diode chip. It is
driven by current from the top, which creates electron-hole pairs. They recombine in
the active layer at the diode’s n-p junction, and emit light. This only happens in a
very narrow stripe in the active layer, so we have spatially localized optical gain. To
trap the light inside the channel, the regions surrounding the active layer have lower
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indices of refraction than the layer itself. In other words, this small chip can act as a
laser cavity with partially reflecting mirrors at the ends. Furthermore, it can emit a
single longitudinal cavity mode defined by the narrow channel that confines the light.
The band gap of the chip material generally determines the wavelength of the light.
A state-of-the-art electronic system stabilizes the temperature of the laser diode, and
the current through it.
The laser diode functions as a main light source for the whole system but its
linewidth is about 100 MHz. This can be narrowed using a grating installed in front
of the diode based on the Littrow-Hänsch scheme [30]. The selected wavelength is
determined by the Littrow angle α in terms of the equation

sinα = kλ/2d,

(2.1)

where the angle α is defined with respect to the grating normal; k is the diffraction
order; and d (= 556 nm) the grating constant which corresponds to a grating groove
density 1800 l/mm. With use of the grating the linewidth can be narrowed down to
about 1 MHz. Also by adjusting the angle of the grating we can coarsely tune the
wavelength over a large range while a piezo element bonded to the grating offers the
capability of fine tuning. Together with the laser diode this grating forms the grating
stabilized diode head (master oscillator).
An optical isolator is placed following this diode head to prevent feedback from
the downstream optics travelling back to the laser diode and causing instability. After
leaving the optical isolator the laser beam is directed into a tapered amplifier (TA).
The TA is made of a gain medium that can give stimulated emission and hence
amplification of incoming light. To prevent laser emission without seeding, the TA
has an anti-reflection coating on both facets. It also has a wide tuning range of
about ± 20 nm due to the broad gain profile. In figure 2.9 [31] we can see the high
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of the tapered gain-region laser diode amplifier.
divergence in the direction perpendicular to the elongated direction of the output
facet. Along the direction that is parallel to the facet there is a small divergence.
This astigmatic issue is eased by a high NA collimator to correct the high divergence
axis while a cylindrical lens afterwards is used to collimate the small divergence axis.
The brightness of the output beam, B, is determined by

B = P/(AΩ),

(2.2)

where P is the optical output power, A the emitting area, and Ω the solid angle into
which the power is emitted. Due to the fact that our laser is in a single mode, the
denominator Aω is approximately λ2 , where λ is the wavelength. Thus we have

B = P/λ2 .

(2.3)

After leaving the TA the laser beam travels through a second optical isolator to
avoid the high power feedback. The beam then enters the resonant doubling cavity.
For the blue laser, the doubler is the model TA/DL SHG 110 from Toptica. It is
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Figure 2.10: Alignment diagram of the frequency doubler TA/DL SHG 110.
implemented using the very common bow-tie-ring configuration, which is different
from the triangular configuration in the Wavetrain doubler used with the previous
dye laser system. The bow-tie-ring scheme is simple, low-cost and efficient in terms of
second harmonic generation and daily alignment. Figure 2.10 [32] shows the alignment
of the four incoupling mirrors. The adjustment of these four mirrors is the key to
maintaining optimum performance. Control elements bonded to the doubling cavity
including a fast diode, a slow monitor photodiode and a piezo actuator together with
a PID 110 regulator and the Pound-Drever Module PDD 110 handle cavity length
stabilization.
To run the experiment we still need to stabilize the frequencies of these two Toptica
Photonics laser systems using the “Superlock” scheme described in detail elsewhere
only now implemented using LabView-based computer control [33]. The diode laser
beams are carefully aligned into a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer together with
a frequency/intensity stabilized HeNe reference laser at 632.816 nm. This Fabry-Perot
interferometer, SA200, is specially customized to meet our needs to obtain a finesse F
= 200 for all three laser wavelengths. It also comes with a SA201 spectrum analyzer
controller, offering a saw-tooth waveform to drive the Piezoelectric Transducer (PZT)
mounted to the interferometer cavity. Three photodiodes are located after the output
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end of the interferometer and responsible for monitoring the output intensities of the
three lasers. This information is collected by an NI PCle-6341 Xseries DAQ board
and the computer computes any neccessary feedback voltages which are output via a
DAQ and fed to the two diode lasers.
This laser system has already been modified to enable three-photon excitation,
but it allowed our first studies of strontium Rydberg atoms, and represented new
optical technology in our laboratory.

2.2.2

Laser Systems for Three-Photon Excitation

To create high-n, high-l atomic states, strongly-polarized initial state with a large
dipole moment is required. Even though the two-photon excitation scheme opens up
new experimental opportunities, a two-photon transition processes can only excite
an atom to either d or s state in zero field. Since s states do not couple strongly
with high-l states even when a large dc electric field is present, they are not a good
candidate as a parent wavepacket. The d state was used in the earlier potassium
experiments can create high-l wavepackets. However, strontium d states possess a
high quantum defect creating difficulties in coupling to high-l Stark states. Hence
we decided to apply a three-photon excitation scheme and utilize the f state which
couples strongly to the Stark manifold allowing creation of a Stark states with high
dipole moment. This subsection introduces the basics of implementing three-photon
excitation.
The apparatus is shown schematically in figure 2.11. Briefly, the crossed outputs
of three lasers are used to excite the strontium atoms contained in a tightly-collimated
beam to the desired high-n “nF ” state in near zero dc field. The inset in figure 2.11
shows that the 5s5p1 P1 and 5s5d1 D2 serve as the intermediate states. Lasers tuned
at 461 nm, 767 nm, and 893nm provide the necessary radiation. Even though the
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of the three-photon excitation experiment.
transitions 5s5d1 D2 → 5s6p1 P1 and 5s5p1 P1 → 5s5d1 D2 are possible, their branching
ratios are small and the population of such states is unimportant on the ∼ 1 µs
time scale of the present experiments. The radiation at 461 nm is provided by the
same Toptica Photonics TA-SHG 110 diode laser, while the 768 nm light comes
from a New Focus Vortex II TLB 6900 diode laser and the 893 nm radiation from a
Coherent 899 Ti:Sapphire laser. The 461 nm and 767 nm beams are both polarized
along the z axis indicated. The 893 nm beam is polarized along the x axis leading
to creation of M = ±1 “nF ” states. The Doppler effects associated with atom beam
divergence are reduced by propagating the 461 nm beam in the opposite direction to
the other two beams, which is similar to the method used in section 2.2. Hence the
overall experimental linewidth can be limited to ∼ 5 MHz full width at half maximum
(FWHM). In the experiments, the 767 nm and 893 nm light are constantly on while
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the 461 nm laser is chopped into a series of ∼ 0.6 µs-duration pulses using an AOM.
This pulse width is chosen to limit the excitation volume yet not provide too broad a
transform limit. To achieve high Rydberg atom densities, we focus the 893 nm laser
to a spot with FWHM diameter of ∼ 200 µm resulting in an intensity of ∼ 3 kW
cm−2 . For the other two transitions, the transition dipole moments are much larger
so suppressing the ac Stark shift and Autler-Townes splitting is the primary need in
determining the laser intensities. Thus we decided to let the 461 nm and 768 nm
beams remain unfocussed and have diameters of ∼ 3 mm and intensities of only ∼
10 mW cm−2 . Compared with the two-photon excitation scheme, here we need one
more Fabry-Perot cavity to implement the Superlock. Hence the same polarizationstabilized HeNe laser mentioned in subsection 2.2.1 needs to travel through two optical
transfer cavities to lock the frequencies of all three lasers.
The structure of the Ti:Sapphire laser system is very similar to the dye laser system
introduced in subsection 2.1.2. A solid-state diode pumped and frequency-doubled
Nd:Vanadate (Nd:YVO4 ) laser Verdi V-18 functions as a pump laser for the Coherent
899 laser [34]. It generates a ∼ 15 W single frequency 532 nm green light that is
focused onto the Ti:Sappire crystal inside the resonant cavity of the Coherent 899-21.
Three main optical devices in this cavity including a birefringent filter with a 380
GHz bandwidth, a thin etalon with a 200 GHz free spectral range and a thick etalon
with a 10 GHz free spectral range select the 893 nm component from the output light
of the Ti:Sapphire crystal to accomplish single frequency operation.
A new diode laser, a New Focus Vortex II TLB 6900, was purchased to provide
the 767 nm radiation. This diode laser comes with the diode head constructed using
a Littman-Metcalf configuration, so its design is different from our Toptica diode
lasers which use the Littrow scheme [35]. There is an additional mirror in this cavity
to reflect back the first-order diffraction peak off the grating to provide feedback.
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Figure 2.12: Tunable diode lasers in Littrow and LittmanMetcalf scheme..
We compare these two configurations in figure 2.12. The Littrow scheme is very
simple but whenever we change the frequency selected by the grating the direction
of the output beam will also change, and therefore a series of alignments in the
downstream optics are required. The Littman-Metcalf scheme adds an additional
mirror to reflect the first-order beam back to the diode. The laser frequency is tuned
by rotating this mirror while the grating itself is fixed. The advantage of this scheme
is that it has a narrower linewidth since the wavelength-dependent diffraction occurs
twice, and also the direction of the output is independent of the laser frequency.
Compared with the Littrow scheme, this scheme has an output with lower power as
the reflection of the additional mirror loses part of the power. This is not a problem
in our experiment as this New Focus laser doesn’t need to be frequency doubled to
obtain the desired radiation. The laser head alone can provide more than enough
power for the 5s5p1 P1 → 5s5d1 D2 transition.
Another Michelson interferometer is used to measure the wavelengths of both the
Coherent 899 laser and the New Focus laser. Even though these two lasers have quite
different wavelengths, their wavelengths can be stabilized using the same Fabry-Perot
cavity with a single set of coated mirrors.
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2.2.3

Strontium Oven

In subsection 2.1.3 we described a new successful potassium oven design, but when it
came to the strontium oven, we faced three new challenges, high beam density, operation in high temperature, and sustainability in long time running. As the goal of the
experiment is to create multiple neighboring Rydbergs, the high atom beam density
enables the production of higher Rydberg atom densities with smaller interparticle
separations facilitating their manybody interactions. The necessity of operation at
high temperature is due to the low vapor pressure of strontium. The operating temperatures required according to the vapor pressure chart for strontium were estimated
to be ∼ 500 - 650 o C. This subsection will describe the simple strontium atom beam
source which can provide a collimated beam with a divergence of ∼ 5 mrad FWHM
and densities approaching 109 cm−3 . The beam intensity and collimation are more
than sufficient to permit a wide variety of studies with state-selected high-n Rydberg
atoms. It also allows several months of operation at the required temperatures before
reloading and nozzle cleaning become necessary, thus solving the three problems just
mentioned.
Instead of mimicking the design of our potassium oven, we decided to abandon the
bulky main body and cartridge heater scheme, because running at high temperature
requires a small oven body to minimize the radiative losses and ensure power efficiency.
A cylindrical body and commercial spiral wound coil heater can better meet our needs.
Before we determined all the details of the oven design, a preliminary simulation
for the thermal distribution of the oven was done using SolidWorks 2011 and finite
element analysis. Figure 2.13 shows a rough sketch of the oven and the possible
thermal distribution over the coil heater and the oven body. The basic idea is that
this cylindrical stainless steel oven is surrounded by the spiral wound coil heater
which comprises a heating element electrically isolated inside a stainless steel sheath
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Figure 2.13: Preliminary simulation on the thermal distribution of a strontium oven
design.
using MgO. We want to control the thermal distribution by adjusting the spacing of
the heater coils. The purpose of doing this is to prevent the exit canal from getting
clogged through condensation. If there is a cold spot near the front, this condensation
will be likely to happen as time goes by. Hence we decreased the spacing of the heater
coils at the front end to maintain a higher temperature with respect to the rear, and
also extended the heating coils to the front of the oven forming a strong radiant heat
bath. The feasibility of this method was confirmed by a series of simulations similar
to figure 2.13 before fabrication of the oven. On the front is an orifice in the form
of a cylindrical canal ∼ 0.5 mm in diameter and ∼ 1.2 mm long. Considering that
gravity could pool the liquid strontium at the bottom of the reservoir, we raised the
exit orifice, which also placed it closer to the heater to further limit the condensation.
The rear of the oven is covered by a removable cap so that the granular strontium
metal can be loaded from the rear. This cap is shaped with a rectangular protrusion
to help open the oven even when strontium condenses between the cap and the oven
body. Another important part in figure 2.13 is a polished cylindrical copper jacket,
whose low emissivity minimizes radiative losses. Two thermocouples are mounted on
the front and back of the oven. Together with an internal thermocouple in the heater
we can monitor temperatures over the whole oven. A detailed mechanical design of
the oven is shown in figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Schematic diagram of the oven assembly from the top, front and side
views.
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Figure 2.15: The mechanical drawing of the vacuum chamber design from the (a) side,
(b) front and, (c) 45-degree view. The yellow part is the translation stage handling
the position adjustment of the strontium oven.
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Figure 2.15 shows how we integrated the new oven into our previous vacuum
chamber (to make the illustration clean and simple, the support bracket in figure 2.14
is not shown here). The front of the chamber flange was polished and a translation
stage was installed on its surface. This stage steers a long stainless steel cylinder on
the end of which the oven is tightly mounted, such that we can position the oven
orifice during initial beam alignment by adjusting the translation stage. A flexible
bellows provides the vacuum seal. In addition, in figure 2.15 there is a water-cooled
copper enclosure, which keeps the temperatures of the rest of the apparatus, the
support bracket and the power input ends of the heaters, the latter two connected
via copper braids, reasonable. Initial output beam collimation is provided by a 4 mm
diameter aperture located ∼ 4 cm from the oven orifice. A 0.5 mm-diameter aperture
∼ 10 cm from the oven is used for final collimation.
The beam density could be inferred from the earlier measurements using potassium. For the potassium experiments, a hot wire ionizer was used to measure the
intensity of atomic beam. With the temperature monitored by thermocouples we had
an estimate for the relationship between vapor pressure in the oven and beam density. This can be used to infer the beam density for a strontium beam since the vapor
pressures of hot strontium and potassium with respect to temperature are known.
Thus if we want a strontium beam density of ∼ 109 cm−3 we will need to operate the
oven at the same vapor pressure as required for potassium to obtain the same density
which corresponds to ∼ 600 o C. In fact, running the oven at ∼ 450 o C was found
more than enough to provide robust signal rates. A larger version of the strontium
oven was also made to allow longer duration operation with high beam densities.

Chapter 3

Chaotic Ionization

This chapter describes an extension of earlier work [6] in this laboratory exploring the
use of phase space turnstiles to explain the chaotic ionization behavior of potassium
atoms. The kicked Rydberg atom has been used as a model system to study nonlinear
dynamics [36, 37], because it displays complex chaotic behavior. In this chapter, we
focus on quasi-1D Rydberg atoms subjected to a periodic series of kicks that alternate
in direction. Previously we successfully demonstrated how a geometric structure
called a turnstile controls ionization under such conditions, but the effect of varying
the duration of the kicking cycle and the kick strength wasn’t explicitly studied. Here
we complete this task and give an explanation of the signatures associated with phase
space turnstiles when varying kicking cycle duration and kick strength [38]. Figures
in this chapter are from Ref. [38]. The experiments were implemented in our research
group, and our collaborators at the University of California, Merced developed the
theory.
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3.1

Theoretical Model

The theoretical model (one demensional) was developed by our collaborators, Dr.
Korana Burke and Dr. Kevin Mitchell [7], and we used our classical three dimensional
model to confirm their results. The role of the turnstile can be understood using a
classical one-dimensional hydrogenic model, governed by the Hamiltonian

H(r, pr ) =

p2r 1
− + rF (t),
2
r

(3.1)

where r and pr are respectively the electron position and momentum, and F (t) is the
electric field forcing. In atomic units, the stationary classical distribution along the
energy shell E = −1/2 represents the initial Rydberg state of the electron.
In the simulation code, the final electron energy distribution is calculated after
the application of the pulses shown in figure 3.1(a). These pulses change the electron energy, so we can determine the ionization fraction by calculating the fraction
of electrons that have positive energy following the pulse sequence. By using this
method the ionization fraction as the function of kick strength was determined for
different values of the periodic time T of the kicks while keeping the kick strength
∆p̃ constant. As shown in figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c), the ionization fraction remains
near zero until ∆p̃ gets to about 0.3, where it starts to rise rapidly. A near “plateau”
region occurs when ∆p̃ reaches 0.5, especially when T is small. For large T , the
“shoulder” is smoothed and the ionization fraction increases more uniformly with increasing kick strength. The reasons behind these interesting phenomena are discussed
in the following sections.
Instead of only using the Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method for
the theoretical simulation, we focus more on the explanation of the experimental data
by appealing to the geometry of the phase space turnstile. A more detailed discussion
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Figure 3.1: (a) is the pattern of kicks we applied in the classical 1D simulations
of ionization fractions for quasi-1D n ∼ 306 Rydberg atoms. (b) and (c) show the
ionization fractions as functions of kick strength ∆p̃ for the values of the period T
indicated [38].
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Figure 3.2: (a) An infinite periodic pulse train that is used to compute the Poincaré
return map in (b). Stable and unstable manifolds W s and W u are respectively denoted
by the thick red line and the thin blue line [38].
of the phase space turnstile is presented elsewhere [7] so here we directly discuss the
mechanism of chaotic ionization.
The turnstile structure is shown on the Poincaré return map (r̃, p̃r ) 7→ (r̃0 , p̃0r )
in figure 3.2(b). This map takes the electron’s initial position and momentum and
returns their values after one kicking period T . Figure 3.2(a) marks one period by the
thick red line and this is a part of an infinite pulse train. The most critical features on
this map are the so called lobes, the regions between stable and unstable manifolds.
They determine the two types of dynamics, “escape”, En 7→ En+1 , and “capture”,
Cn 7→ Cn+1 . Another important concept is the homoclinic tangle that divides the
phase space into an inner resonance zone, which is the same as the bound region, and
an outer resonance zone. The pulses mentioned previously can act as a vehicle to
transport electrons from capture lobes to escape lobes, i.e. from bound to unbound
states.
For an unkicked system, the zero energy orbit forms a separatrix and the inner
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resonance zone and outer resonance zone are explicitly divided. To make the explanation simple, in figure 3.2(b), we apply alternating δ - function kicks to this system
instead of the kicks on 3.1(a). It is easy to see that stable and unstable manifolds are
separated from the separatrix. For example, if the capture lobe C0 contains electron
trajectories experiencing the first T /2 pulse train, electron trajectories in the escape
lobe E0 are experiencing the pulse train from T /2 to T . Let’s look at an electron
trajectory in the E−1 lobe and see how it is mapped to E0 by a period of the pulse.
We can divide this process into five steps. In the first, an electron trajectory, whose
position in the phase space is just above the unstable manifold and inside the E−1
lobe, sees half of a positive kick, which reduces the energy of the electron and it becomes more bound. Next, we let the negative momentum carry the electron toward
the nucleus. After T /2 it should be on a position above the C0 lobe. Then we apply
the large negative pulse. Since the negative pulse is in the same direction of the
electron’s momentum, the electron gains energy and becomes ionized. Meanwhile the
momentum is more negative so its position in phase space is below the separatrix.
Following the delay of T /2, during which the electron moves towards the nucleus and
bounces off it, the electron acquires positive momentum. The final half of the positive
pulse increases the positive momentum and the electron remains unbound. At this
moment the electron has been successfully transported from E−1 to E0 .
The next question is how we can determine the ionization fraction using this
turnstile geometry. We apply the pulse in figure 3.1(a) to an unkicked system. The
turnstile lobe is shown in figure 3.3 in both physical and energy-time coordinates.
The thick black line (locus of points) is the starting energy shell with energy Ẽ =
-1/2. Part of this line is within the E−1 escape lobe. One period of the pulses will
then map this part to ionization. In other words, we can determine the ionization
fraction by determining the fraction of this line that overlaps the escape lobe. Figure
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Figure 3.3: (a) Phase space with the initial energy shell and escape lobe in momentumposition coordinates and (b) in energy-time coordinates. The energy axis uses t̃ =
2π, the Kepler period, to scale the units [38].
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3.3 (b) provides a more straight forward picture with which to measure the overlap
between the energy shell and the E−1 lobe by transforming the curved thick red line
into a horizontal line. The phase space boundary is defined by the light curved line.
At t̃ = 0, both the grey curve and the right vertical boundary represent an electron
striking the nucleus. Now it becomes clear that the ionization fraction can be derived
from the fraction of time a trajectory of energy Ẽ = -1/2 spends inside the E−1 lobe,
i.e. the total length of the line of constant energy lying within the E−1 lobe over the
scaled Kepler period 2π.

3.2

Experimental Results

Since we cannot generate the square pulses as in figure 3.1 (a), we use the sequence
of kicks as shown in figure 3.4 (a) instead. To compare the experimental result with
the numerical ones, we consider the 5 ns data in figs 3.4 (b) and (c) for example. For
weak kicks, whose scaled strengths are less than 0.2, the ionization fraction remains
close to zero. However, it begins to rise quickly and reaches the “plateau” within the
range from ∆p̃0 ≈ 0.2 to ∆p̃shoulder ≈ 0.6. After this, the rise is more gradual. For the
T = 5, 7, and 9 ns data sets, the ionization fractions are nearly identical before they
reach the “plateau”. Figure 3.4 (c) also shows the T = 11 and 13 data, which can be
distinguished from the 5 ns data. At first these data are below the 5 ns data but then
they cross above the 5 ns ones at ∆p̃ ≈ 0.8. We will discuss this interesting effect
in the next section. In a nutshell, the larger the T value, the larger the ionization
fraction f , and these experimental results agree well with the theoretical simulations.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental measurements of ionization fractions for quiasi-1D n ∼ 306
Rydberg atoms subject to the pulse train in (a). (b) and (c) are ionization fractions
corresponding to figures 3.1 (b) and (c) and the time periods T indicated [38].
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Figure 3.5: E−1 lobe characteristics in energy-time coordinates for T = 3 ns with ∆p
= 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 [38].

3.3

Further Explanation Using the Turnstile

The analysis in this section was initiated and implemented by our collaborators Dr.
Korana Burke and Dr. Kevin Mitchell. Also they offered an alternative method to
quantitatively predict the ionization fraction by using the Melnikov function, which
is described in Ref. [38] in detail.

3.3.1

Small T

In both of the experiment and the numerical simulations, there are two parameters
that we can vary. One is the kick strength ∆p̃ and the other is the kick period T .
We first take a small T = 0.3, which is less than the Kepler period Tk = 4.35 ns,
for example. For ∆p̃ = 0.2 in figure 3.5 (a), the ionization fraction is zero because
the energy shell doesn’t overlap with the E−1 lobe [7]. When ∆p̃ increases to 0.3,
the lobe elongates and develops two horns but these barely touch the energy shell.
This is where the ionization starts occuring. As ∆p̃ increases, a rapid growth of the
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Figure 3.6: E−1 lobe characteristics in energy-time coordinates for T = 11 ns with
∆p = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 [38].
ionization fraction happens due to further elongation of these horns. In figure 3.5 (c)
the main body of the escape lobe merges into the energy shell. However, the overlap
cannot significantly increase thereafter, so figure 3.5 (d) shows the phase space picture
for the “shoulders” seen in the ionization fraction curves.

3.3.2

Large T

The analysis for large T isn’t that different from the small T case, but it can explain
the points of intersection among ionization fraction curves in figures 3.1 (c) and 3.4
(c) at ∆p̃ ≈ 0.8 [7]. First of all, the shape of the escape lobe now is much wider than
the one for small T . One of the horns touches the phase space boundary even for ∆p̃
= 0.2. In figure 3.6 (b) the left horn is being “squeezed” while the right horn remains
regular in shape. This is different from figure 3.5 (b), whose two horns have about
the same size and penetrate through the energy shell in about the same place. Here
the right horn is apparently leading the left horn and has distinguishable overlap with
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Figure 3.7: Ionization fraction as a function of kick strength ∆p̃ for different values
of T [38].
the energy shell.
As the overlap area of a single horn is less than that for both horns, for kick
strengths between 0.2 and 0.8 the ionization fractions for large T s are lower than that
for 5 ns, as shown in figure 3.7. Only after both horns merge together and steadily
grow along the phase space boundary, does the overlap area increase faster than in
the T = 5 ns case. The wider escape lobes for large T provide larger overlap area
with the energy shell, so their ionization fractions can finally surpass that for T = 5
ns.
Another interesting effect shown in figure 3.7 is that when T becomes much larger
than the Kepler period, the ionization fraction becomes independent of T . Even
though the 13 ns curve differs from the 50 ns curve, the ionization fractions for T =
50 ns, 100 ns, and 200 ns display almost no differences. The explanation lies in the
fact that the initial energy shell is distributed into a set of possible energy shells after
the first positive kick. If we wait long enough, this distribution of energy shells will
evolve to an approximately steady state, and once it becomes stationary, no matter
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how much longer we wait, the final results will be similar. This is also true for the
dynamics between the second kick and the third kick.
The turnstile geometry and the semi-classical atomic picture mutually support
each other for both our experimental data and theoretical simulations. Transporting
electrons from one area in phase space to another can be realized by applying precisely tailored pulse patterns. This can potentially be used as a basis for information
processing.

Chapter 4

Quantum Optical Phenomena

This chapter is a summary of the final project undertaken using high-n potassium
Rydberg atoms [39]. It marks a memorable end of a ten-year journey of research
on potassium electronic wave packets and builds a foundation for future studies of
strontium high-n Rydbergs.
Following the introduction in subsection 1.1.2 we start the discussion by comparing
the three-level excitation schemes of either the Λ type or the ladder type shown in
figure 4.1 (a) that are used in many studies of quantum optical phenomena [10, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45], with our rf driving scheme in figure 4.1 (b). The former is a popular
technique in which two optical fields of comparable frequency, ω1,2 , respectively couple
the atomic ground state |gi to a low-lying excited state |ei and this state to an
isolated Rydberg level |ri. Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [10] and
coherent population trapping (CPT) can be observed in this case. The latter presents
a different method to reach the Rydberg state where a “strong” rf field couples a
series of high-n Rydberg levels while a “weak” uv probe field is used to examine the
response of the Rydberg state to this driving protocol. Even though this case might
appear very different from the former one, quantum optical effects such as AutlerTownes splitting [9] and EIT, as well as some novel spectral features associated with
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Figure 4.1: (a)Two optical transitions with frequencies ω1,2 are utilized for the standard three-level ladder scheme for coherent excitation of Rydberg levels. (b) Rf drive
fields are applied and the coherent excitation of a multilevel Rydberg atom is probed
using a uv laser pulse [39].
nonlinear multiphoton processes, are observed [39]. The figures in this chapter are
from Ref. [39]. The experiments were implemented in our research group, and our
collaborators in Vienna developed the theory.

4.1

Floquet Theory

In this section, the theoretical model is developed by our collaborators, Dr. Shuhei
Yoshida, Dr. Carlos Reinhold and Dr. Joachim Burgdörfer. The Hamiltionian associated with photoexcitation is similar to Eq. (3.1), but the applied field is of the
form
F (t) = Fuv sin(ωuv t) + Frf sin(ωrf t),

(4.1)

where Fuv and ωuv are respectively the strength and frequency of the uv laser while
Frf and ωrf are for the rf field. Their polarizations are both along the z axis. Results
calculated use fully three dimensional model and a one-electron model potential.
Because of the different behaviors of the matrix elements hnl|z|n0 l0 i in the high-n
and low-n regions, the uv laser only serves as a weak probe field while the rf field
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provides a strong pump field. Hence to derive the Floquet states |φFk (t)i we need only
consider the Hamiltonian in a simpler form

H(r, pr ) =

p2r
− V (r) + zFrf sin(ωrf t).
2

(4.2)

Therefore the eigenvalue equation is

U (t + Trf , t)|φFk (t)i = eiξk Trf |φFk (t)i,

(4.3)

where ξk is the quasienergy obtained by numerically diagonalizing the matrix, and
the solution of Eq. (4.3) can be expressed in terms of the field-free states, |φn,l i of
potassium,
|φFk (t)i =

X

cn,l (t)|φn,l i.

(4.4)

n.l

Instead of using the model potential V (r), we calculated the eigenenergies of the
Hamiltonian in the field-free basis using experimental measurements of the potassium
quantum defects [46]. The Floquet states can be expanded by a Fourier series in terms
of the number of rf photons N ,

|φFk (t)i = e−iξk t

XX
n.l

c̃n,l (N )e−iN ωrf t |φn,l i.

(4.5)

N

The photoexcitation rate and the rate of absorption of energy, i.e., the imaginary part
of the susceptibility Imχ, is determined by the coupling between the 4s ground state
and the p state of the dressed Rydberg state,
X
Imχ(ωuv ; ωrf , Frf ) ∝ µ(ξk , N ) = |
c̃n,l=1 (N )hφn,l=1 |z|φ4,0 i|2 .

(4.6)

n

Now we can define a quasienergy band, (ξk , N ), and for a specific uv laser frequency
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ωrf we have
ωuv = ξk + N ωrf .

(4.7)

The next step is to calculate the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) using
a truncated basis (nmin ≤ n ≤ nmax , l ≤ lmax , m = 0). The oscillator strengths are
obtained by expanding the coefficients cn,l (t) in Fourier series. To better mimic the
Doppler broadening (∆ ∼ 15 MHz) present in the experiment, the calculated spectra
are convolved with a Gaussian distribution.

4.1.1

Harmonic Oscillator Model

One of the interesting things about working on high-n Rydberg atoms is that the n
levels are approximately equispaced, and also the potassium p states stand in about
the middle between the neighboring s and d states. This reminds us of a well known
quantum system that has analytical solutions, the three-dimensional (3D) spherical
3
harmonic oscillator model, which usually has energy eigenvalues of (N + )ω. Simi2
larly we have ωosc ' En,l=1 −En,l=0 ' En+1,l=0 −En,l=1 in a Rydberg atom. To simplify
the analysis and obtain a minimized model of a coherently excited multistate Rydberg
atom, in the following sections we will only discuss two systems, (306s, 306p, 307s)
and (306p, 307s, 307p).
First, we need to figure out the Hamiltonian HHO in the product Hilbert space
|n, N i with principal quantum number n and photon number N . This requires evaluation of the integral of the wave functions and Eq. (4.2). In the following discussion
we discuss cases with and without using the rotating wave approximation (RWA) for
the expansion coefficients in the wave functions. Basically centers on whether we
1 − exp[i(ω0 − ω)t]
use the co-rotating field components
only or together with the
ω0 − ω
1 − exp[i(ω0 + ω)t]
counter-rotating field components
, where the ω0 is the resonant
ω0 + ω
frequency and the ω the field frequency. For most cases of interest, the field has a
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frequency close to the resonant frequency, |ω0 − ω|  ω0 and ω0 + ω ∼ 2ω0 , so to a
reasonable first order approximation, i.e. RWA, we can neglect the counter-rotating
field components. However, under some circumstances, especially in the off-resonant
case, the RWA could be invalid. In the RWA, if we define d as the dipole transition
matrix element, we will have [47]

HHO



−idFrf /2
0
 (n − 1)ωosc + (N + 1)ωrf

=
idFrf /2
nωosc + N ωrf
−idFrf /2


0
idFrf /2
(n + 1)ωosc + (N − 1)ωrf



.


(4.8)

Then following our previous assumption of approximately equispaced energy levels
we can also assume that the dipole matrix elements are equal, hn − 1, N + 1|d|n, N i '
hn, N |d|n + 1, N − 1i, leading to Floquet eigenvalues of Eq. (4.8)
s
ξ1,2 = nωosc + N ωrf ± δ 2 +

2
d2 Frf
,
2

(4.9)

ξ3 = nωosc + N ωrf ,
where δ is the detuning ωosc −ωrf . These three eigenvalues provide a lot of information.
For example, for weak perturbations, i.e. off-resonant driving (|δ|  |dFrf |), the first
two eigenvalues are approximately equal to
2
d2 Frf
±δ 1+
4δ 2



ξ1,2 ' nωosc + N ωrf


,

(4.10)

so the repulsion of the outer states is quadratic in Frf . Meanwhile, they should be
1
ξ1,2 ' nωosc + N ωrf ± √ dFrf
2

1+

δ

2

2
d2 Frf

!
,

(4.11)

for strong perturbations, in other words, resonant driving (|δ|  |dFrf |). We can see
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that in this case the quasienergies separate linearly from each other in Frf .
The discussion of these extreme cases can also be extended to the eigenstates of
Eq. (4.8). For example, the third eigenstate in terms of the product state |n, N i is
1
|φF3 i = q
(dFrf |n − 1, N + 1i + 2iδ|n, N i + dFrf |n + 1, N − 1i). (4.12)
2
δ 2 + 2d2 Frf
When in the off-resonant driving (|δ|  |dFrf |) Eq. (4.12) becomes
|φF3 i ' 2i|n, N i,

(4.13)

which is essentially an uncoupled state |n, N i. Similarly, in the case of resonant
driving (|δ|  |dFrf |),
|φF3 i = q

1
2
2d2 Frf

(dFrf |n − 1, N + 1i + dFrf |n + 1, N − 1i),

(4.14)

is a coherent superposition of the two unperturbed states |n − 1, N + 1i and |n +
1, N − 1i. In the next two subsections, we let this third eigenstate be respectively the
p state and the s state, and compare their linear responses, Imχs.

4.1.2

Manifold with Central p State

Figure 4.2 shows the excitation spectrum that emerges for a three-level Rydberg
atom (306s, 306p, 307s) centered on the p state. The parameters we use for this
harmonic oscillator model are ωosc = (E307s − E306s )/2 and d = (hφ306s |z|φ306p i +
hφ306p |z|φ307s i)/2. The six sub-figures are obtained for different conditions, which are
specified in the figure caption. According to Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.13), in the far-off
resonance case both of the Floquet states originating from 306s and 307s in zero field
have quadratic energy shifts as we increase the drive field amplitude, while the energy
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Figure 4.2: Floquet energies (a), (d) of the three-level driven harmonic oscillator [Eq.
(4.8)] and excitation spectra (b), (c), (e), (f) of the three-level Rydberg atom (306s,
306p, 307s) in the presence of an rf field. In (a)-(c) the system is driven by an rf field
with frequency ωrf = 233 MHz while in (d)-(f) it is 116 MHz. When the laser is tuned
to the frequency ξk +N ωrf , the spectra are estimated considering Imχ ∝ µ(ξk , N ) [Eq.
(4.6)]. As mentioned earlier in the text, to simulate the Doppler broadening (∆ ∼ 15
MHz) in the experiment the calculations are convoluted with Gaussian distribution.
The detuning axis is the sum over all Floquet states and photon numbers N , and
the zero point is defined by resonant excitation from the ground 4s state to the 306p
state. In (b) and (e) the RWA is applied while it is not in (c) and (f) [39].
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of the center 306p state remains unchanged. This is obvious in figures 4.2 (b) and
(c) when we apply a ωrf = 233 MHz drive field. In a classical picture, this could be
interpreted such that the uv photon transports the electron from the ground state to
the 306p state and then the rf photon connects it to the 306s or 307s state, because
these two photons can respectively carry angular momentum +1 and -1 such that a
4s 7→ ns excitation is practical. The quadratic behavior is basically a sort of ac Stark
shift. Some components remain unshifted even for high drive fields and correspond to
direct excitation without absorption and emission of a photon. The only thing that
remains mysterious in the classical picture is the missing part on the 306p excitation
at high drive field amplitudes in figure 4.2 (c). Remarkably, this phenomenon can be
explained by electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT). Also in this region the
counter-rotating field components become significant and lead to the breakdown of
the RWA.
In the near-resonant driving case where ωrf = 116 MHz, the spectrum has linear
response to increasing drive fields as shown in figures 4.2 (e) and (f). In additional to
appealing to Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.14), this can also be understood as another type
of ac Stark shift, Autler-Townes splitting. Since it’s near resonant, the s 7→ p 7→ s
transition dominates the whole process such that we don’t see any excitation on 306p
in figure 4.2 (e) except under zero drive field. However without invoking the RWA in
figure 4.2 (f), EIT could be destroyed by the counter-rotating field components.

4.1.3

Manifold with Central s State

In the s centered manifold, since the s state is not optically accessible from the ground
state with a single uv photon, the spectrum becomes more complicated and rf photondependent. For example, the observed excitation at Floquet energies with N = ±1
are shifted by +ωrf or -ωrf compared with those whose rf photon number N = 0.
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Figure 4.3: Floquet energies (a), (d) of the three-level driven harmonic oscillator [Eq.
(4.8)] and excitation spectra (b), (c), (e), (f) of the three-level Rydberg atom (306p,
307s, 307p) in the presence of an rf field. In (a)-(c) the system is driven by an rf field
with frequency ωrf = 233 MHz while in (d)-(f) it is 116 MHz. In (a) and (d), the
dashed lines, red lines and blue lines respectively correspond to the Floquet energies
ξi (i=1, 2, 3) in Eq. (4.9) with N = 0, N = 1, and N = 2.The six sub-figures are
arranged in the same order in figure 4.2 [39].
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Similar to subsection 4.1.2, equations 4.10, 4.11, 4.13 and 4.14 predict quadratic and
linear responses of excitations stemming from the unperturbed 306p and 307p states
with increasing rf field strength. The question of interest here is whether EIT also
plays an important role in these spectra. As apparently seen this also depends on if
the RWA is invoked. For instance, in figure 4.3 (e) where the RWA is absent we don’t
see the EIT either. However, for drive field strengths ∼ 5 mV cm−1 in figure 4.3 (f)
the counter-rotating field components have a significant effect on the spectrum and
enhance EIT. Also this distorts the description of the system provided by Eq. (4.11)
such that the linear behavior in the excitation patterns becomes quadratic in Frf .

4.2

Measured Spectra

This section presents our measured spectra and compares them with simulation results
obtained with a truncated basis 284 ≤ n ≤ 324, 0 ≤ l ≤ 10, and m = 0. This finite
basis was tested by increasing and decreasing the number of states in the basis pool
to make sure that the error caused by the truncation is within 1%. With this basis
the excitation strength Snl can be estimated by an integral
Z

δnl +∆

Snl ∝

dωuv Imχ(ωuv ; ωrf , Frf )

(4.15)

δnl −∆

over the linewidth.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the evolution of the photoexcitation spectrum near n ∼
305 as a function of rf drive field amplitude for drive frequencies of 233 MHz and 116
MHz, respectively. Beginning with figure 4.4, which agrees well with the results in
figure 4.2, the excitations of these central p states remain strong until the rf drive
field strength gets high, whereas both transitions from ground states to ns and (n −
2)d states are forbidden in small drive field. Comparisons between experiment and
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the photoexcitation spectrum near n ∼ 305 with increasing
rf drive field strength with a drive frequency ωrf = 233 MHz. (a) A truncated finite
basis is applied to the calculation of the excitation strengths [Eq. (4.15)]. (b)Detailed
comparison between the measured data (black lines) and the simulated data (blue
lines). The parameter ranges in this subfigure correspond to the window indicated
by the white dashed lines in (a) [39].

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the photoexcitation spectrum near n ∼ 305 with increasing
rf drive field strength and a drive frequency ωrf = 116 MHz. The arrangement of this
figure is as the same as figure 4.4 [39].
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Figure 4.6: , experimental data; −, integrated excitation strengths [Eq.(4.15)].
Growth of the features in the two excitation manifolds, (a) 304d, 306s and (b) 305d,
307s states as a function of rf drive field strength. This is derived from the measured
data in figure 4.4 (b). The integration ranges are (a) δ305d - 20 MHz < ωuv < δ307s +
20 MHz and (b) δ304d - 20 MHz < ωuv < δ306s + 20 MHz [39].
simulation for the excitation of s and d states, Sn,l=0,2 , are shown in figure 4.6. Besides
the good agreement between measured data and the numerical results, the initial
quadratic trend of the excitation strength as a function of rf field amplitude is also
consistent with Eq. (4.10). As the experimental data is the sum of S307s + S305d
in (a) and S306s + S304d in (b), it is interesting to find out which state contributes
most. Using our experimental set up this can be accomplished by adding a half wave
plate in the uv light path, since by rotating its plane of polarization we can control
the magnetic quantum number m of the produced states. When the uv polarizations
only permits excitation of m = ±1 states s states cannot be excited. In this case it
is observed that, the counts in the spectra are decreased by ∼ 70%, which indicates
that ns states dominate the excitation features.
In figure 4.5 we can analyze the near resonant case. Two excitation peaks are
observed whose separation from the zero-field p states increases linearly as the drive
field strength increases which, together with the complex features seen under stronger
driving, have been foreseen in section 4.1. The noticeable difference between the mea-
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sured data and simulation in figure 4.5 (b) is partially attributed to the uncertainties
in the rf drive field strength.
In the previous discussion we focused on two drive field frequencies, 116 MHz
and 233 MHz. Different multiphoton transition protocols must be utilized in the
presence of drive fields of different frequencies. Figure 4.7 (a) shows the evolution
of potassium photoexcitation spectrum in the vicinity of n ∼ 305 as a function of
the frequency of an rf drive field with fixed amplitude ∼ 3 mV cm−1 . The rf field
frequency varies from top to bottom. The measured data are shown for comparison in
figure 4.7 (b), and good agreement between experiment and simulation is evident. As
seen in these figures, a lot of crossings are happening between Floquet states because
of the coupling of many Rydberg levels. We chose three relatively typical multiphoton
processes to explain figure 4.7 (a). First of all, crossing (A) is the intersection of two
strong excitation channels contributed by both the 306s and 308s states. If we only
look at the detuning axis which shows the uv laser tuned to the 307s state, we won’t
be able to resolve these processes, but together with the rf field frequency axis it’s
easy to see that rf photons with ωrf ∼ 233 MHz can trigger the excitations of the
306s and 308 s states, as schematically illustrated in the bottom figure (A) in figure
4.7. The 307s state becomes a dressed state and is never directly accessed. Besides,
the energy difference between the 307s and 304d/306d state is also about +/- 230
MHz. With an effective experimental linewidth ∆ ∼ 20 MHz 304d and 307d states
can contribute to the excitation in Crossing (A), too.
Crossing (B) represents a similar process, but since the rf field frequency is
lower, ωrf ∼ 190 MHz, even three-photon transitions become observable.

This

is because considering both the emission and absorption of rf photons, we have
E306s + ωrf ' E308p − 2ωrf . Hence the excitation of crossing (B) is the combination of both 306s and 308p. Crossing (C) is another excitation scheme. Instead of
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the photoexcitation spectrum near n ∼ 305 as a function
of the frequency of an rf field of amplitude ∼ 3 mV cm−1 . The whole excitation
picture (a) and “zoom-in” experiment-simulation comparisons (b) are arranged as in
figure 4.4. Three labeled crossings A, B, and C in (a) represent the three excitation
processes illustrated in detail at the bottom of the figure [39].
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absorbing two rf photons or emitting one rf photon, this excitation requires absorbing one or emitting two. The contribution comes from 308s and 305p according to
E308s − ωrf ' E305p + 2ωrf . However, numerical analysis in such a strongly coupled region reveals that the Floquet states on these two crossing points are not pure
states. For example, the E308p − 2ωrf or E305p + 2ωrf are not pure 308p or 305p
states. Instead, they are superpositions of 307p and 309p states as well as 304p and
306p states, respectively. In the lower rf field frequency region, more complex multiphoton transition processes are possible and accordingly involve more rf photons. To
measure the spectra in this region precisely it requires a very stable and reliable rf
field source. Our current experiment set up has about 10% uncertainty in amplitude,
leading to slight disagreements between the measured data and simulations below
ωrf ∼ 180 MHz, where peaks recorded experimentally near the energy positions of
the unperturbed np states are not predicted by the simulations.

Chapter 5

Two-Photon Excitation of High-n Strontium
Rydberg Atoms

After studying potassium Rydberg atoms for many years, it was decided to begin
research using strontium Rydberg atoms which promise to open up new avenues for
Rydberg atom studies. Currently studies on strongly-coupled manybody systems involving Rydberg blockade are attracting a lot of attention [48, 49, 50]. These studies
require more than one Rydberg atom to be present within the experimental volume, which usually requires a high density ultra-cold sample of atoms. However, our
capability of creating very high-n Rydberg atoms [51, 52, 53] opens up an opportunity to observe such manybody dynamics near room temperature since the electronic
wavepackets move “slowly” due to the well known scaling law with n. If we manage to
create multiple Rydberg atoms during a single laser pulse, a study of strongly coupled
Rydberg-Rydberg systems can be initiated using our present apparatus. This would
further improve our understanding of such systems and because a strongly-correlated
wave packet might be sustained through periodic driving, we might also be able to
create a correlated “molecular” phase-locked Rydberg wave packet. In potassium the
production of Rydberg atoms is limited by the small dipole transition matrix ele-
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ments h4s|z|300pi and because only low uv laser powers are available. In strontium
we implemented a two-photon excitation scheme with a series of modifications and
upgrades to our long running apparatus. To accomplish this a completely new diode
laser system was introduced into our laboratory. Beyond producing multiple Rydberg
atoms, this research sheds light on the possibility of creating quasi-stable two-electron
excited states in the planetary atom or frozen planet configurations because of the
presence of the second valence electron [16, 18, 19]. It is believed that these two
electrons can be placed in large correlated near-classical orbits that are stabilized by
their mutual interactions, which will certainly be a breakthrough for our wave packet
manipulation techniques if this is demonstrated [1, 54].
This chapter focuses on the experimental approach we used to explore two-photon
excitation. Also a theoretical two-active-electron (TAE) model will be briefly introduced. The figures in this chapter are from Refs. [1, 54]. The experiments were
implemented in our research group, and our collaborators in Vienna developed the
theory.

5.1

Two-Active-Electron Model

In this section the theoretical model is developed by our collaborators, Dr. Shuhei
Yoshida, Dr. Moritz Hiller and Dr. Joachim Burgdörfer. Rather than dealing with
a single valence electron, strontium requires us to treat two valence electrons. Our
theory collaborators have developed such a two-active-electron (TAE) model with the
Hamiltonian
H=

1
p21 p22
+
+ Vl1 (r1 ) + Vl2 (r2 ) +
,
2
2
|~r1 − ~r2 |

(5.1)
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where Vli (ri ) is an angular-momentum-dependent semiempirical model potential representing the Sr2+ ion including a core polarization correction [55],
αcp
1
Vl (r) = − [2 + 36exp(−α1l r) + α2l rexp(−α3l r)] − 4 [1 − exp[−(r/rcl )6 ]],
r
2r

(5.2)

where the parameters αil , rcl are obtained by fitting to known energy levels of the
Sr+ ion and the experimental core polarizability αcp = 7.5 is l independent. Instead
of using a traditional split-operator technique as done in chapter 4, we prefer to
use the energy-representation for the Hamiltonian, which is called the generalized
pseudospectral method [56], to obtain the single-particle orbitals |φni ,li ,mi i and orbital
energies Eni ,li ,mi for the Sr+ ion with

Hion =

p2
+ Vl (r).
2

(5.3)

We use these basis states to construct a set of basis states for Eq. (5.1)
|n1 l1 n2 l2 ; LM i =
P
√1
m1 +m2 =M 2 [C(l1 , m1 ; l2 , m2 ; L, M )
×|φn1 ,l1 ,m1 i|φn2 ,l2 ,m2 i ± (−1)

,

(5.4)

l1 +l2 +L

×C(l2 , m2 ; l1 , m1 ; L, M )|φn2 ,l2 ,m2 i|φn1 ,l1 ,m1 i]
where L is the total angular momentum; M is its projection onto the quantization
axis, and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are given in terms of 3j symbols as




√
L 
 l1 l2
C(l2 , m2 ; l1 , m1 ; L, M ) = (−1)−l1 +l2 −M 2L + 1 × 
.
m1 m2 −M

(5.5)

Since the two electrons are indistinguishable particles. The symmetric and antisymmetric basis states (± sign in Eq.(5.4)) respectively represent the singlet and triplet
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sectors.
Next, we want to obtain the eigenstates of the two interacting electrons in the
presence of a dc electric field applied along the z axis. Hence we use the basis in Eq.
(5.4) to diagonalize the Hamiltonian H(F ) = H + F (z1 + z2 ) where z1 and z2 are
respectively the z coordinates of the two electrons. To decrease the computational
complexity we only consider a truncated basis with a limited number of inner electron
orbitals (5s, 4d, 5p, 6s, 5d, and 6p). The final eigenstates are expressed as

|nLM i =

XX

cn1 ,n2 ,l1 ,l2 |n1 l1 n2 l2 ; LM i.

(5.6)

n1 ,l1 n2 ,l2

5.1.1

Quantum Defects

To test the TAE model we calculate the strontium quantum defects and compare
the results with reported experimental data. Here we start with the Rydberg-Ritz
formula [57]
n∗ = n + δl + βl En ,

(5.7)

where n∗ is the effective quantum number, n the principal quantum number (assuming
the inner electron stays in the ground orbital while the outer electron is excited to a
Rydberg orbital,) δl the n-independent but l-dependent quantum defect, and βl the
n- (or energy-) dependent correction (Ritz coefficient.) Next, the well-known classical
scaling laws for a Rydberg atom in a pure Coulomb potential are employed:
For energies
 n 2
En
0
=
;
En0
n

(5.8)

 n 4
Fn
0
=
;
Fn0
n

(5.9)

for electric field strength
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for dipole moment
dn
=
dn0



n
n0

2
;

(5.10)

for transition matrix elements from low-lying states i to Rydberg states
 n 3/2
di,n
0
=
;
di,n0
n

(5.11)

and for the critical fields Fcross,n ' 1/(3n5 ), at which states in adjacent n manifolds
first cross
 n 5
Fcross,n
0
.
=
Fcross,n0
n

(5.12)

To save on computational time, here we truncate the basis Eq.(5.6) at n = 85. The
Hamiltonian Eq.(5.1) is diagonalized, in the absence of a dc field, with built-in functions in LAPACK. The resulting eigenvalues are assigned quantum numbers n corresponding to those in Eq.(5.7). Together with the scaling laws Eqs.(5.8-5.12) the
effective quantum number n∗ is also obtained. To avoid perturber states (doubly
excited states) in the low-n region such as 5p4d and 5p2 , we only use the series of
energy eigenvalues and transition matrix elements for n & 20 to extrapolate to very
high n with the aid of the scaling laws Eqs.(5.8-5.12). By fitting different sets of n∗ ,
n and En in Eq.(5.7) we can obtain βl and δl .
Figure 5.1 employs all the calculated eigenenergies and expresses them in terms
of n-dependent quantum defects, µ(n) = n − n∗ . Even though the TAE model can
reproduce well the measured data, a small discrepancy remains for the P and D
states, the calculations slightly underestimating the measured quantum defects. This
results because even for the Sr+ ion the calculated energy levels already deviate from
the measured values by an amount which is of the same order of magnitude as the
quantum defects. These small but finite errors are propagated into the calculations
for neutral strontium. This discrepancy can be minimized by modifying the model
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Figure 5.1: The solid lines are the calculations employing a TAE model with six
configurations (5s, 4d, 5p, 6s, 5d, and 6p) of the inner electron. The filled circles are
taken from the Refs. [58, 59, 60].
potential, but we keep the potential of Ref. [55] in our study as it represents the
intermediate 5s5p1 P1 and excited S and D states well.

5.1.2

Oscillator Strengths

Calculating the oscillator strength is another good test for the TAE model. We compared the computational results with reported measured data for the three transitions
of interest, 5s2 1 S0 → 5snp1 P1 , 5s5p1 P1 → 5sns1 S0 , and 5s5p1 P1 → 5snd1 D2 , which
are shown in figure 5.2. These comparisons proved the validity of the TAE model
for oscillator strength prediction. One interesting phenomenon is the significant deviation from the simple Coulomb n scaling law Eq.(5.11) for low-n (n ≤ 20) seen
in figure 5.2 (a). This is due to the fact that a Cooper minimum causes a change
of sign in the dipole matrix elements. Except for this small discrepancy, the TAE
model generally predicts the oscillator strengths well. Hence we used it to estimate
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the results from TAE model with those obtained using
other theories and measured by experiment. (a) |h5s5p|z|5sndi|2 , (b) |h5s5p|z|5snsi|2 ,
and (c) |h5s2 |z|5snpi|2 are absolute magnitude squared of the calculated dipole matrix
elements. They are shown as functions of the effective principal quantum number n∗ .
(: calculations employing a TAE model with the six inner electron orbitals as in
figure 5.1; : calculations from Ref. [61]; N: measured data [62]; •: measured data
[63]; and H: measured data [64].) The Cooper minimum causes the initial dip in
(a) around n∗ = 10 (n = 13) followed by a smooth approach to the expected n∗−3
dependence [54] (dashed black line is drawn to guide the eye.)
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Figure 5.3: (a) Our experimental data taken with a stray electric field ≤ 50µV for
n ∼ 283. (b) TAE model results for n ∼ 50 with only six inner electron orbitals
involved. (c) The same TAE model for n ∼ 30. The arrows indicate the energy for
the 282d and the 283s states obtained by the scaling laws Eqs.(5.8-5.12). They are
extrapolated by a numerically calculated spectrum of the TAE model for 25 ≤ n ≤
85 with fitted parameters βl and δl . The energy on the horizontal axis is scaled by
the energy difference between adjacent n and (n - 1) manifolds with the scaling laws
applied [54].
the production rate for 5snd1 D2 and 5sns1 S0 Rydberg atoms near n ' 300. Since
calculating the dipole matrix element for ultrahigh-n is very time consuming, we need
to exploit the scaling laws Eqs.(5.8-5.12). As shown in figure 5.3, the spectra for n
= 30 and 50 are calculated and compared with the measured data near n = 280.
Similar to chapter 4, the calculated spectra need to be convoluted with a Gaussian
to reproduce the measured experimental linewidth. Due to the fact that near n '
30 the spacing of the (n + 1) S and nD features is very small, a smaller relative
linewidth is applied in the n = 30 spectrum to better resolve these two states. Two
sources are considered to have contributed to the experimental linewidth. The major
one is the transit time broadening resulting from the ∼ 300 ns transit time of an atom
through the 413-nm laser spot. The rest is contributed by the finite laser pulse width
as well as the fluctuations in the laser wavelengths during the ∼ 1 s accumulation
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time for each data point in the spectrum. From the calculated spectrum for lower n
we can use Eq.(5.7) to predict the position of the spectral lines in the high-n region.
The underestimated quantum defect for D state (figure 5.1) causes a discrepancy for
282D state between calculation and experiment, while the calculated energy of the S
state matches well the measured data. Also since the quantum defects of n1 S0 states
are nearly n-independent, the positions of the S states in figure 5.3 (a), (b), and
(c) remain unchanged in scaled energy units. The varying positions of the D states
mirror the corresponding n-dependence of the quantum defects seen in figure 5.1.

5.1.3

Rydberg Excitation Rates

As mentioned in chapter 2, the goal of this research is to create strongly coupled Rydberg atoms, so measuring the excitation rates for this experimental protocol is very
critical. Since our detector can only count no more than one Rydberg atom following
one laser pulse, we need to avoid saturation effects. The excitation probability is
purposely maintained below ∼ 0.4 at the peak of a 1 D2 feature during a ∼ 500-ns
laser pulse by attenuating the 413-nm laser beam with neutral density filters as we
increase the operating temperature. Measurements suggested that we should be able
to produce ∼ 15 Rydberg atoms per laser pulse with the oven operating at ∼ 630 0 C
and using the full 413-nm laser power (∼ 70 mW). Allowing for the motion of atoms
in the beam during the 500-ns-duration laser pulse, this points to a product Rydberg
atom density of ∼ 3 × 105 cm−3 . A typical inter-Rydberg spacing of ∼ 150µm, for
which Rydberg blockade might become important, seems practical in this experimental set up. However, these production rates only hold in the presence of near zero
electric field. Since we need to generate polarized states to observe strong dipoledipole interactions, a dc electric field must be applied which substantially reduces the
excitation rates. This will be covered in detail in later subsections and chapters.
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5.1.4

Isotope Shifts

Isotope
84
Sr
86
Sr

Abundance (%)
0.56
9.86

I
0
0

87

Sr

7.00

9/2

88

Sr

82.58

0

F

7/2
9/2
11/2

Shift(MHz)
-270.8
-124.5
-9.7
-68.9
-51.9
0

Relative Strength
1
1
4/15
1/3
2/5
1

Table 5.1: Properties of naturally occurring strontium isotopes. Isotope shifts and
hyperfine splittings for the 5s21 S0 → 5s5p1 P1 transitions are expressed relative to the
most abundant 88 Sr isotope.
In table 5.1, the four isotopes of the strontium atom are listed together with their
natural abundances, nuclear spin I, total angular momentum F , isotope shifts and
the relative strengths [65, 66, 67]. Since the

88

Sr is the most abundant isotope, other

isotopes are quoted relative to it for their isotope shifts and hyperfine splittings. In
figure 5.4, the effects of detuning the 461-nm laser to highlight the features of the
different isotopes are shown. On resonance for the 1 S0 →1 P1 transition in 88 Sr, where
the detuning is indicated as 0 MHz in the top left corner of the figure, the features
in the excitation spectrum are large. However, as the red detuning increases these
features are suppressed and new features associated with the other isotopes emerge.
At the detuning of ∼ -122 MHz, which favors excitation of the 1 S0 →1 P1 transition
in the
88

86

Sr isotope, new peaks are seen displaced from those for

88

Sr. The measured

Sr-86 Sr isotope shift in the series limit, ∼ +210 ± 5 MHz, is consistent with earlier

measurements at lower n [68]. At a detuning of ∼ 273 MHz which favors excitation of
the 84 Sr isotope yet another Rydberg series is observed and the corresponding isotope
shift

88

Sr-84 Sr ∼ +440 ± 8 MHz agrees with earlier work. The relative intensities of

the excitation peaks agree with the fractional abundances of the 86 Sr and 84 Sr isotopes
in the beam (table 5.1).
When it comes to the

87

Sr isotope, we detuned the 461-nm laser to optimize its
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Figure 5.4: We usually fix the wavelength of the 461-nm laser and scan the 413-nm
laser to obtain an excitation spectrum. In this figure we vary the fixed wavelength
(detunings) of the 461-nm laser to excite different isotopes of strontium. The detuning
is defined as zero at 88 Sr5s21 S0 → 5s5p1 P1 transition. Then we detuned the 461-nm
laser for -47 and -56 MHz to favor the excitation of 87 Sr while detunings of ∼-122
and -273 MHz were made to optimize the transitions in the 86 Sr and 84 Sr isotopes,
respectively. The relative total photon energy in the horizontal axis shows the sum of
the 461- and 413-nm photon energies. The grey spectra were drawn by multiplying
the black spectra, which are the original ones, by the number indicated to aid the
visualization. The four horizontal bars at the bottom illustrate the position of the
5snd1 D2 Rydberg states in the 88 Sr, 86 Sr, and 84 Sr isotopes, and of features attributed
to excitation of 87 Sr Rydberg states [54].
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Figure 5.5: Excitation spectra recorded near the values of n indicated. We tuned
the 461-nm laser for the dominant 88 Sr isotope and its most prominent transition
1
S0 →1 P1 while the 413-nm laser was scanned to obtain the spectra. The detuning
of the 413-nm is shown as the frequency axis. The grey spectra were drawn by
multiplying the black spectra, which are the original ones, by the number indicated
to aid the visualization [54].
excitation (at detunings of about -47 and -56 MHz), but observed no well defined
Rydberg series. This is due to the strong hyperfine-induced singlet-triplet mixing
and strong interactions between states of different n [69, 70]. Further investigation
for this isotope remains problematic in our current apparatus as ultra-low level stray
fields are required.

5.1.5

Extension to Higher n

We wanted to examine the range of principal quantum number n for which well defined
Rydberg excitation spectra could be achieved. The high-n limit is determined by our
ability to reduce the stray fields inside the experimental volume and the decreasing
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oscillator strengths for excitation to Rydberg states. We tuned the 461-nm laser to
the 1 S0 →1 P1 transition in the dominant

88

Sr isotope shown in figure 5.5. Two

Rydberg series associated to excitation of 1 D2 and 1 S0 states can be well resolved for
values of n ≤ 350. However for the larger n values the spectral features are broadened
significantly, due to a lower immunity to stray fields. Besides, the background signal
also begins to raise leading to less well resolved features. We can still resolve the
Rydberg series for values of n up to ∼ 460, while for n > 500, the features are not
evident anymore. Both the degradation of the Rydberg features and the rise of the
background signals at n ∼ 500 are caused by the ∼ 50µV cm−1 stray fields which
correspond to those at which states in adjacent Stark manifolds cross.

5.1.6

Excitation in a dc Field

In this subsection we discuss the Stark spectrum for strontium with M = ±1, while
the spectrum with M = 0 will be covered in the next section. The reason of focusing on
M = ±1 here is because this suppresses the excitation of 1 S0 states thereby simplifying
the excitation spectrum, which sets a good starting point to study the polarization of
Rydberg states excited in a dc field. Thus, instead of using parallel laser polarizations,
which is the case in the previous subsections, we consider orthogonal polarizations.
The calculated Stark spectrum is shown in figure 5.6 near n = 50. Similar to the
Stark map for other nonhydrogenic atoms, the high-L states are nearly degenerate
at Fdc = 0. They show linear Stark shifts as Fdc increases. The field at which states
from adjacent Stark manifolds first cross is consistent with Eq.(5.12). When it comes
to the low-L states, due to the strong core scattering, the 1 P1 and 1 D2 states are
prevented from acquiring a large dipole moment and exhibit only a quadratic Stark
shift [71]. In figure 5.6 the measured spectra in the vicinity of n ' 310, and a measured
experimental spectra at n = 80 are also shown [14]. For M = ±1, the n1 D2 states are
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Figure 5.6: The thick red lines are the evolution of the experimental excitation spectrum with increasing dc field for M = ±1 states near n ∼ 310. The solid black lines
show the eigenenergies and the dashed blue lines the excitation spectrum calculated
in the vicinity of n ' 50. The energies of earlier measurement at n ∼ 80 [14] are
marked by squares. We scaled data for the different n levels by Eqs.(5.8-5.12) [54].
the only states accessible from the intermediate 5s5p1 P1 state in vanishing field. As
the dc field strength increases these states approach the manifolds and couple with
other angular momentum states. When each “n1 D2 ” state merges with the linear
Stark manifold, the coupling becomes very strong. Hence the oscillator strengths
associated with their excitation drop and their features become indistinguishable
from the other nearby strongly-polarized Stark states. The characteristics of these
strongly-polarized ‘n1 D2 ” states are discussed in the next section.

5.2

Characterizing Quasi-One-Dimensional Atoms

Having described the basic properties of excited strontium Rydberg atoms in a dc
field, we want to now quantitatively characterize the dipole moments of the resulting
states. The Schrödinger equation for hydrogen atoms in the presence of a dc field can
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be analytically solved in parabolic coordinates. The resulting eigenstates are basically
the Stark states which are the superposition of many unperturbed l states. In the
very high-n region the contribution from the low-l states is limited. For these extreme
eigenstates, strong polarizations and large electric dipole moments can be obtained.
For alkali- or alkaline-earth atoms, the situation is different since the quantum defects
shift the energies of the low-l states. In this section we discuss how an isolated lowl state becomes a Stark state in the quasihydrogenic limit as the dc field strength
grows. Also by studying the relationship between the dipole moment and the oscillator
strength of a Stark state, we want to determine whether abundant polarized Rydberg
atoms can be created in our current apparatus.

5.2.1

Quantum Description

This subsection is a brief review of the parabolic states of Rydberg atoms with a single
active electron excited in the presence of a dc electric field [71, 72]. The Hamiltonian

H=

p2
+ V (r) + zFdc
2

(5.13)

for hydrogenic atoms has eigenstates in the linear Stark regime

|φn,k,m i =

X

Cn,m (k, l)|ϕn,l,m i

(5.14)

l

and eigenenergies
H
En,k
=−

1
3
+ nkFdc ,
2
2n
2

(5.15)
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where the expansion coefficients Cn,m (k, l) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients expressed in terms of Wigner 3j symbols as

Cn,m (k, l) = (−1)m



p
l 
 (n − 1)/2 (n − 1)/2
(2l + 1) 

(m + k)/2 (m − k)/2 −m

(5.16)

and k is the quantum number associated with the quantized action of the Runge-Lenz
~ projected along the z axis
vector A

k = −nAz .

(5.17)

A calculation of hzi yields hzi = hdi = −(3/2)nk defined as the dipole moment, i.e.,
the degree of atomic polarization along the dc field axis. By evaluating

hφn,n−1,m |z|gi = Cn,m (k = n − 1, l = 1)hφn,l=1,m |z|gi,

(5.18)

where |gi is the ground state, we can obtain the dipole transition matrix elements for
single-photon excitation. This calculation derives a scaling law
 n 5
hφn,n−1,m |z|gi2
0
=
hφn0 ,n0 −1,m |z|gi2
n

(5.19)

for high n [73, 74].
For nonhydrogenic states, such as strontium in our case, the previous analysis
has to be modified since the ratio of low-L to high-L states is significantly increased
because of the second valence electron. Let’s begin with defining the Hamiltonian in
the presence of electric dc field,

H=

p21 p22
1
+
+ Vl1 (r1 ) + Vl2 (r2 ) +
+ (z1 + z2 )Fdc .
2
2
|~r1 − ~r2 |

(5.20)
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By using the basis Eq.(5.6) to diagonalize Eq.(5.20) we obtain the numerically exact
eigenstate of the singly excited strontium atom in the dc field, denoted by |nStark i.
Next, we focus on the evolution of the distribution of projections onto states with
parabolic quantum number k as the dc field increases. These projections are calculated via
ρ(k) =

X

|H hn, k, m|nStark iSr |2 ,

(5.21)

n

where |n, k, miH are the hydrogenic parabolic states. The results are shown in figures
5.7 and 5.8. For weak fields, the broad k distribution indicates that the states are
unpolarized. This is due to the fact that strong core scattering rotates the orientation
of the ellipse while keeping its eccentricity. However, as the field increases the states
become gradually polarized and the k distribution evolves towards a narrow range
of asymmetric parabolic states. There is one exception, the “52P ” state doesn’t
show much asymmetry even when it is close to the manifold. In other words, the
P states only couple strongly with the neighboring S and D states, which don’t
have large dipole moments. In contrast, the D states couple with the adjacent F
states borrowing their sizable polarization while maintaining resolvable features in
the spectrum. For similar reasons, the S states in figure 5.8 don’t possess large dipole
moments.
The degree of polarization can be obtained by calculating

hz1 + z2 i = −αFdc

(5.22)

where in lowest order perturbation theory, the atomic polarizability α is given by

α=2

X X |hnLM |(z1 + z2 )|n0 L0 M i|2
.
E
n0 L0 M − EnLM
0
0
n L =L±1

(5.23)
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Figure 5.7: Probability distribution of the parabolic quantum number k(= −nAz )
for M = ±1 states including “52D”, “52P ”, and “50F ”. The k distribution for the
“52P ” state is truncated where after it merges with the Stark manifold. The field
dependence of the average dipole moment of some representative extreme downhill
and uphill Stark states are shown in the right-hand figure. Also the three states of
interest are indicated. The dc field strength is normalized to the crossing field Fcross
[54].
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Figure 5.8: (a) The thick red lines show the evolution of the experimental excitation
spectrum of strontium with increasing Fdc for M = 0 states near n ∼ 274. The
calculated Stark energy level structure for singly excited strontium in the vicinity of
n ∼ 50 is shown in thin solid black lines. Also the calculated excitation spectra are
denoted by thick blue lines. The field strength axis is scaled by Fcross as previous. The
difference between neighboring n and (n - 1) manifolds is defined as E0 = 1 for the
energy axis. (b) The calculated average scaled dipole moment evolve with increasing
dc field for low-L states and selected uphill and downhill states [1].
The numerical analysis demonstrates that the “52D” state mainly couples to the
“50F ” state and its polarization can approach the limiting value of hz1 + z2 i = 1.5n2
a.u. because of the strong mixing with higher L states.

5.2.2

Classical Analysis of the Spectrum

As mentioned before, except for some perturber states, the |5snli configuration dominates so the single-active-electron (SAE) model can qualitatively describe many features of the spectrum. By applying a model potential specific to strontium, classical
dynamics can be exploited to qualitatively study the quantum states, similar to how
we model the potassium Rydberg atoms.
In a weak dc field and the hydrogenic limit, the secular motion of electron orbits
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Figure 5.9: Classical trajectories of an excited electron for (a) strontium atom in zero
field, (b), (d) corresponding to blue-shifted orbits while (c), (e) red-shifted orbits.
Also (b), (c) show strontium with Fdc = 0.4V /cm ' 0.08Fcross , and (d), (e) hydrogen
with Fdc = 5V /cm ' Fcross . The dynamics is obtained by the SAE model with the
selected potential. The initial conditions are set for n = 50 D-state [1].
can be described by [75]
3
d~
~ T × ẑ,
lT = n2 Fdc A
dt
2

(5.24)

d ~
3
AT = n2~lT × ẑ,
dt
2

(5.25)

and

~ T of the (outer) electron
where the angular momentum ~lT and the Runge-Lenz vector A
are averaged over the orbital period. The x and y components of these two vectors
oscillate sinusoidally and the magnitude l evolves in time, which is called precession
[figures 5.9 (d) and (e)].
In the classical picture, the quantum defects for nonhydrogenic systems are caused
by the excited electron penetrating the orbitals of core electrons where they are
scattered [71]. The inner 5s electron in a very high-n strontium Rydberg atom can
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be approximately modeled by an l-dependent model potential:
αcp
1
VlSAE (r) = − [2 + 37exp(−α1l r) + α2l rexp(−α3l r)] − 4 [1 − exp[−(r/rcl )6 ]], (5.26)
r
2r
with the parameters listed in Table 5.2. The angular momentum ~l can be preserved
l
0
1
2
≥3

α1l
3.361 24
3.282 05
2.155
2.1547

α2l
5.943 37
3.788 61
4.5111
2.1987

α3l
1.3337
1.240 35
1.4545
1.140 99

αcp
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

rcl
1.59
1.58
1.57
1.56

Table 5.2: Model potential parameters for the SAE approximation of neutral strontium for Eq.(5.26). These parameters are chosen to yield the correct quantum defects
for highly excited states (n > 30).
in the absence of Fdc , but due to the penetration and scattering just mentioned, the
~ precesses around the ~l axis as shown in figure 5.9 (a). In figures
Runge-Lenz vector A
5.9 (b) and (c) where weak dc field is applied, the precession randomizes the orientation of the orbits reducing the polarization. However, if a strong dc field is applied Fdc
= 5 V/cm ' Fcross , the distribution of their orientations will be increasingly directed
along the field direction, and accordingly enhance the polarization. The Stark map
in figure 5.8 suggests that when the crossover is reached the ensemble of the state can
be approximated by a hydrogenic parabolic state as in figures 5.9 (d) and (e) because
Fdc can dominate over the scattering effect.
We can also analyze the probability distribution in the parabolic quantum number
k using a classical model. We choose a restricted microcanonical ensemble of the 52D
state in a dc field. Its initial phase-space coordinates are limited to within 20 a.u.
of the core to mimic the initial photoexcitation to the “52D” state. Then we let it
evolve for more than 200 orbital periods to extract the k distribution ρcl (k). For the
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the quantum probability distribution ρqm (k) and
the classical distribution ρcl (k) of the parabolic quantum number k(= −nAz ) for the
M = 0 “52D” state as a function of applied dc field. The selected values of Fdc are
indicated [1].
quantum probability distribution ρqm (k), we rewrite Eq.(5.21) as

ρqm (k) =

X

|h5snl; LM = 0|ϕ500 ; φn,k,0 i|2 ,

(5.27)

n

where h5snl; LM = 0| denotes the eigenstates calculated with the TAE model, the
|ϕ500 i the 5s inner electron state and |φn,k,0 i the hydrogenic parabolic state of the
outer electron. As shown in figure 5.10, when Fdc ≈ 0, both ρqm (k) and ρcl (k)
are broad, while the quantum distribution becomes more and more polarized as Fdc
increases and the classical distribution fails to reproduce this polarization. Hence
ρqm (k) can only be replaced by ρcl (k) when Fdc reaches Fcross . Also because of this
we use Fcross instead of ρcl (k) as input in the classical simulations of the ionization
induced by a probe pulse in the following subsections.
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5.2.3

Probing the Polarization by Pulsed Field Ionization

Manipulation and engineering Rydberg states requires an accurate characterization
of the polarization of the photoexcited Stark states. Such experimental characterization is not a trivial task. In this section, we discuss the so called pulsed field
ionization scheme, which uses probe pulses to ionize the atom and the corresponding
polarization is identified by ionization (or survival) probabilities. Like we mentioned
before, in the very high-n region, the singly excited Rydberg states of strontium can
be approximately described by the SAE model, especially in the presence of a strong
dc electric field. Hence, we expect the degree of polarization of strontium Rydberg
states can be characterized by the methods we designed for potassium, and therefore
classical simulations of the ionization dynamics are also used to help understand the
probing scheme.
Let’s review the situation for a hydrogenic atom first. We define the ionizing field
step as
F~step (t) =




F

0 ≤ t ≤ Tstep



0

otherwise

step ẑ

,

(5.28)

where the Fstep has to be large enough to ionize at least a fraction of the atoms. By
applying such a field step to a polarized Rydberg state either parallel or antiparallel
to the polarization axis, an asymmetry in the ionization probability results that can
be used to measure the polarization.
The analytical description of the classical overbarrier ionization condition is [76,
72]
2Ei zi + Fstep ri2 < −

Ei2
+ 2(1 + Azi ),
Fstep

(5.29)

assuming the pulse duration Tstep to be infinitely long. Here the initial value of the
observables at t = 0 are labeled by the index i. The resulting ionization fraction is
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Figure 5.11: (a) Coulomb potential in the presence of electric dc field. (b) Energy
surface E = −1/r + zFdc in a contour plot. The red line describes a low-l trajectory
ionized over the Stark saddle on the downhill side. The green line is the trajectory
on the uphill side remained bounded by the core [1].
determined by four different parameters, Ei , ri , zi , and Azi . We only use Eq.(5.29)
to probe the average position of the wave packet.
For those extreme uphill states, the elongated electron orbits can be approximated
by zi ' +ri and Azi ' -1 while the extreme downhill states by zi ' −ri and Azi '
+1. Hence Eq.(5.29) can be simplified as



(Ei + Fstep ri )2 < 0

for uphill states



(Ei − Fstep ri )2 < 4Fstep

for downhill states

.

(5.30)

This clearly shows that for uphill states ionization is very unlikely to happen, but for
the downhill states, the electron can be ionized as long as the strength of the field
step reaches the value specified by this condition. This can also be explained by figure
5.11, where a downhill classical trajectory can quickly escape over the barrier in the
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Figure 5.12: Ionization behavior Eq.(5.29) of low-l (li ∼ 0) Rydberg states subject to
a field step. The electron is initially located at zi ' ri cosθi . The electron energy and
the field amplitude are given by Ei = −1/(2n2 ) and Fstep = 0.17/n4 [1].
presence of the probe field, while an uphill trajectory is constrained by its polarization
and strong core scattering to remain away from the saddle point. Figure 5.12 shows
the ionizing and nonionizing regimes for low-l Rydberg states in the (ri /n2 , cosθi )
plane. For cosθi > 0, i.e., the uphill side the states tend to survive while the ionization
is more likely to happen in the cosθi < 0 regime. This only holds for the low-l states
as the orbits on the uphill side can penetrate into the downhill side for high-l states
leading to ionization for uphill states. The previous analysis can also be applied
to a strontium atom because the probe field is very stong (Fstep ∼ 200Fcross ) and
accordingly dominates over core scattering.
Now we focus on the strontium case. Figure 5.13 displays the numerical results
of the classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulations using both the hybrid-l
and the parabolic-k distributions as initial conditions. Also the measured survival
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Figure 5.13: The black and light blue lights respectively show the calculated ionization
probabilities for the “312D” states using the hybrid-l and the parabolic-k distributions. The symbol N denote data points for applying a parallel probe field, while the
H for applying an antiparallel probe field. These measured ionization probabilities
are obtained with “312D” states excited in the dc field, indicated as a function of the
scaled amplitude of a probe field Fstep of 10-ns duration, Tstep ∼ 2.3Tn [1].
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probabilities are shown as a function of probe field amplitude Fstep and direction (N
for parallel probe field and H for antiparallel probe field). The states we used in
the experiment are “312D” states excited in varying electric dc fields. The pulse
width is Tstep = 10ns ' 2.3Tn . All the ionization curves depend significantly on
the field strength. As discussed, the parabolic-k distribution describes near-parabolic
states. In contrast, the hybrid-l distribution assumes a state with constant angular
momentum l of the outer electron. By comparing the experimental data with the
two sets of simulations, a transition is seen as the Fdc increases a state with weak
l-mixing becoming one with strong l-mixing. In other words, in the weak field (Fdc ≤
0.6Fcross ) the results employing the hybrid-l distribution can approximately reproduce
the measured data, while for Fdc ≥ 0.6Fcross the parabolic-k distribution performs
better.
Two additional tests were run for further testing this characterization scheme. The
first one is to take the same measurement on “312P ” state at Fdc ∼ 0.6Fcross . The
results display no asymmetry, agreeing with our conclusion that P states don’t have
strong polarization. The other test is to tune the 413-nm laser to excite extreme blueshifted Stark states in the vicinity of the top of the n = 309 manifold at Fdc ∼ 0.9Fcross .
These states revealed opposite asymmetries with respect to the red-shifted states
pointing to an opposite polarization.

5.2.4

Probing the Polarization by Production of Circular
Wave Packets

Our earlier work [52, 77] has demonstrated that near-circular “Bohr-like” wave packets
can be created from quasi-1D atoms. Hence the properties of the resulting Bohr-like
wave packets can serve as an indicator to characterize the polarization [78].
Let’s briefly review the basics of near-circular Bohr-like wave packets. The key to
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Figure 5.14: (a) The green Kepler ellipse oriented along the z axis is transformed by
the transverse pump field to a circular orbit. The resulting wave packet travels in a
clockwise direction in the xz plane. (b) The initial ellipse is oriented at angle θ to
the z axis creating a circular orbit that doesn’t fall in the xz plane. (c) The initial
ellipse is elongated along the -z direction, hence the final orbit revolves anticlockwise
in the xz plane [1].
create such states is a transverse “pump field” applied along the x axis,

F~pump (t) =




F


0

pump x̂

0 ≤ t ≤ Tpump

,

(5.31)

otherwise

which precesses the orbit following the Bloch equations Eqs.(5.24) and (5.25) with
ωS = (3/2)nFpump being the Stark precession frequency. If the initial Rydberg state
is strongly polarized such as the one shown in figure 5.14 (a) (~lT (0) ' 0, i.e.  n,
~ T (0) ' ẑ), a final circular state, with lT,y (Tpump ) ' n confined to the xz plane
and A
at Tpump = π/(2ωS ) is obtained. Otherwise, for example, if the initial elongated state
is at an angle θ to the z axis, the final circular orbit will also be tilted by an angle
θ about the x axis, as shown in 5.14 (b). This can be obtained by defining initial
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conditions,



A

T,z (0)

= −k/n = A0 cosθ

,

(5.32)



AT,z (0) = −A0 sinθ
to derive the final angular momentum at t = Tpump :




 lT,x (0)

~lT (Tpump ) '  nA (0)
T,z


−nAT,y (0)



.



(5.33)

Figure 5.14 (c) shows the transformation from an initial state that is strongly polarized but is oriented along the -z axis, to a circular orbit in the xz plane but with
lT,y (Tpump ) ' −n. In zero field, in which case we obtain an unperturbed low-l state,
the orientations of the ellipses are symmetric about the origin, as shown in figure 5.9
~ T (0)i is equal to 0, and therefore in Eq.(5.33) the final angular mo(a). Hence hA
mentum vector only has the x component ~lT (Tpump ) = lT,x (0)x̂. However, when a dc
field is applied, as shown in figures 5.9 (b) and (c), a biased θ distribution is formed
in the ensemble representing the initial field-perturbed low-l state. This distribution
contributes to the y and z components in Eq.(5.33) leading to a final angular momentum vector lying in the yz plane, which opens up the opportunity of examining
the polarization of the initial state.
As described in detail in earlier work, after turning off the pump field, the resulting
wave packet transiently localizes in azimuth. This product wave packet is a nearcircular, “Bohr-like” wave packet with a large time-dependent dipole moment. By
using a sequence of two field steps,

F~ts (t) = F~pump (t) +




Fstep (t)ê when Tpump + τ ≤ t ≤ Tpump + τ + Tstep


0

otherwise

,

(5.34)
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we can create such a wave packet and also probe its average position. As shown in
figure 5.14, if the circular wave packets are created from strongly polarized states,
the resulting circular orbits will lie in the xz plane. Hence the expectation values of
x(τ ) and z(τ ) undergo strong periodic oscillations,

(hx(τ )i, hz(τ )i) ∝ (cos(ωn τ ), sin(ωn τ )),

(5.35)

where the angular frequency ωn = 2π/Tn . If the final distribution of the planes of
orbit after the pump field is broad, the oscillation amplitude along the z axis will be
reduced. This is an indicator that the initial state is not well polarized.
For circular wave packets, the usual examination method includes probing along
x and z directions. This is because only by probing the spatial distribution in both
directions can we ensure the circularity and localization of the product wave packets.
The applied electric pulses follow the patterns in Eq.(5.34) where Fpump = 5 mV
cm−1 , Tpump = 80 ns, Tstep = 6 ns, and Fstep = 120 mV cm−1 along the x axis while
105 mV cm−1 along the z axis. Both the measured data and the numerical results
are shown in figure 5.15. (d)-(f) are simulations employing the hybrid-l distributions
while the parabolic-k distributions are used for (g)-(i). Panels (c), (f), and (i) are
taken in the presence of the strong dc field as indicated. They have particularly strong
oscillations in the survival probability which result from transient localization. The
previous discussion of the precession is reflected by the fact that when probing in the
x direction, the experimental oscillations in the survival probabilities maintain a large
amplitude independent of the dc field. This is because all orbits share the x axis and
contribute to the large oscillation in hx(t)i. Since the z components are sensitive to
the orientation of the initial states, when probing in the z direction, the strength of Fdc
largely determines the amplitude of the oscillation, which agrees with the measured
data. Only when Fdc reaches Fcross are the oscillations in the z direction comparable to
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Figure 5.15: A 5 mV cm−1 , 80-ns-long pump pulse is applied to the system and the
resulting survival probabilities for “312D” states measured in the dc fields indicated
in (a)-(c). The probe pulse Fstep = 120 mV cm−1 is applied along the x axis while
it is 105 mV cm−1 along the z axis. (d)-(f) are simulations employing the hybrid-l
distributions. The parabolic-k distributions are revealed by (g)-(i). Also the data
with using probe pulse in the x (z) direction are displayed by the light blue (black)
lines. The applied dc fields are (a), (d), (g) Fdc = 0, (b), (e), (h) 300 µV cm−1 , and
(c), (f), (i) 500 µV cm−1 [1].
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those in the x direction. We also note that the oscillation when probing in the x and z
directions, are out of phase by 900 , which further demonstrates the production of nearcircular Bohr-like orbits. Furthermore, the transition from the hybrid-l distribution to
the parabolic-k distribution for the CTMC simulations can be examined. The hybridl distribution can largely match the measured data, particularly for weak applied dc
fields, as shown in figures 5.15 (d) and (e), while only slightly better performance is
seen with using the parabolic-k distribution. The next subsection has a more detailed
analysis of this.

5.2.5

Determining the Dipole Moment

In the previous subsections two reliable methods have been introduced to identify
the dipole moment of the initially prepared states. In this subsection we want to
quantitatively determine the dipole moment. First, for the pulse field ionization
method, we can define the asymmetry in the measured survival probabilities in figure
5.13 as the difference between the survival probabilities probed parallel to the applied
dc field and those antiparallel to it. We choose to do this at a field strength of 110 mV
cm−1 ' 0.2/n4 to optimize the asymmetry. When it comes to the near circular Bohrlike wave packet data, we evaluate the dipole moment by measuring the maximum
amplitude of oscillation in the survival probabilities probed along z direction. In
other words, we calculate the asymmetries in figure 5.15 and accordingly derive the
corresponding dipole moments.
These asymmetries for each of the two probing schemes are shown in figure 5.16
as a function of Fdc . In figure 5.16 (a), the comparison among three sets of data (measured data, numerical data employing parabolic-k ensemble and hybrid-l ensemble)
provides a perhaps ambiguous result. This is because the asymmetries largely depend
on the initial ensemble. In contrast, the three data sets in figure 5.16 (b) display a
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Figure 5.16: N: measured data, —: calculations employing the hybrid-l distribution,
and −−: employing the parabolic-k ensemble. (a) Experimental data and numerical
results in figure 5.13 are extracted to determine the accurate dipole moments. They
are evaluated by the asymmetry. (b) The peak amplitude of the oscillations plotted
by black lines in figure 5.15, which is obtained by probing the circular wave packets
along the z direction [1].
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clear picture of how the asymmetries grow with the increasing Fdc . By design, the
simulations should produce similar asymmetries for initial hybrid-l and parabolic-k
ensembles in the presence of the same dc field, because these two ensembles yield the
same dipole moment. However, this is only true when the asymmetry is determined by
the dipole moment. For the pulsed field ionization case, not only the dipole moment
but also higher moments contribute to the resulting asymmetries. For the near circular wave packets case, it is actually the Fourier amplitude near the Stark precession
frequency ωS [Eq.(5.35)] that is reflected by the maximum amplitude of the oscillations in survival probability. The analysis in subsection 5.2.4 demonstrates that this
Fourier amplitude is proportional to the dipole moment, so this method is the most
reliable and unambiguous measure for the dipole moment of the photoexcited state,
i.e., the first moment of ρqm (k). The simulations suggest that when Fdc = 0.5Fcross
the dipole moment reaches hdi = 0.6n2 while hdi = 1.2n2 for Fdc = 0.9Fcross .
Let’s discuss the physics behind figure 5.16 (a). First, this pulsed field ionization is
a time-averaged effect, so it only probes the zero-frequency (or static) response, which
yields results that depend on the initial ensemble. This conclusion can be further
surpported by the fact that in the second column and the third column of figure
5.15, the choice of the initial ensemble can determine the zero-frequency response,
i.e., the time-averaged survival probabilities. Furthermore, the parabolic-k ensemble
has a broad l distribution, in which the included high-l states extend their orbits
more symmetrically on both sides of the core. Such high-l states can reduce the
asymmetry of the whole ensemble. Since the initial hybrid-l ensemble only contains
l = 2 states, this ensemble yields a larger asymmetry than the parabolic-k ensemble,
which explains the difference between two sets of numerical results in figure 5.16 (a).
We mentioned the transition from hybrid-l distribution to parabolic-k distribution
for the measured data, and this is evident again here as the experimental asymmetry
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matches the hybrid-l simulations better at small dc field while it agrees better with
the parabolic-k simulations in the vicinity of Fdc = Fcross .
Like we mentioned in chapter 2, even though good polarized initial photoexcited
states can be created by two-photon excitation, the oscillator strength is not robust
enough to ensure the creation of multiple Rydberg atoms. Hence, a three-photon
excitation scheme was developed, which is discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 6

Three-Photon Excitation of High-n Strontium
Rydberg Atoms

In this chapter we introduce the three-photon excitation scheme and how we achieve
high production rates of highly-polarized strontium Rydberg atoms. Most of the
discussion here centers on similar issues to those discussed in chapter 5, such as the
Stark map, and the polarization of the product Rydberg atoms. We demonstrate that
three-photon transitions to strontium “nF ” states can produce much higher densities
of quasi-1D states. The “nF ” states have sizable dipole moments, ∼ 1.2n2 a.u. even
in a small applied dc fields, Fdc ∼ 0.2 − 0.3Fcross , which is predicted by the quantum
simulations. This is due to the fact that the “nF ” states are initially close to the
Stark manifold resulting in strong coupling. As we noted in the previous chapter,
abundant Rydberg atoms can be produced in a low applied dc field. We show that,
in principle, it should be possible to create Rydberg atoms with densities greater than
∼ 1.5×106 cm−3 even with a 0.6-µs-long laser pulse. Such densities approach those at
which Blockade effects should become important. Blockade shifts the energy levels of
excited atoms due to dipole-dipole or van der Waals interactions. Given that we can
create a quasi-1D n ∼ 300 atom in an extreme Stark state that has a dipole moment
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of ∼ 1.5n2 a.u., excitation of a second similar atom within a radius of ∼ 150µm will
be suppressed using a laser with an effective linewidth of ∼ 5 MHz. This is estimated
by the classical expression
Vdipole =

µ1 µ2
,
r3

(6.1)

where µ1 and µ2 are the atomic dipole moments and r their separation. The experiments were implemented in our research group, and our collaborators in Vienna
performed the simulation.

6.1

Photoexcitation in the Absence of dc Field

The theoretical analysis is still based on the TAE model with Hamiltonian Eq.(5.1),
but the parameters used in the angular-momentum dependent model potential representing Sr2+ are given by Table 6.1. These parameters are selected to produce the
L
0
1
2
≥3

α1L
3.008
3.000
4.200
4.811

α2L
1.000
0.190
9.735
4.068

α3L
1.073
0.531
1.873
1.755

rcL
3.000
2.100
1.000
0.946

Table 6.1: Model potential parameters for the TAE model of neutral strontium. These
parameters are chosen to yield the correct quantum defects for singlet states.
best match between the calculated and the measured quantum defects. Both the
experimental data and simulation results are shown in figure 6.1 (a), whose energy
axis is again scaled such that the energy separation between adjacent n-levels is equal
to one.
The two intermediate states in the three-photon excitation process are 5s5p1 P1
and 5s5d1 D2 . These states can also decay by the transitions 5s5p1 P1 → 5s4d1 D2
and 5s5d1 D2 → 5s6p1 P1 but these are slow and insignificant on the time scale of the
present experiments ∼ 1µs.The final Rydberg states created are nF states and nP
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Figure 6.1: (a) Evolution of the Stark energy levels as a function of the applied dc
field. The black lines are the numerical results employing the TAE model near n = 50
for |M | = 1 strontium excited states. The calculated spectrum for excitation of “nF ”
states is shown by the thick blue lines, while the measured data are displayed by the
red lines. The low-field region is expanded in the inset. The energy axis is scaled
such that the energy difference between neighboring n and (n - 1) states E0 = 1. The
dc field axis is normalized to the crossing field. (b) The calculated average dipole
moment of the blue and red shifted states as well as several low-l states as a function
of applied dc field.
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states. In figure 6.1 (a), the large peaks correspond to nF states and the smaller
peaks to nP states. The simulations are based on n ∼ 50 states and the experiments
were implemented with n ∼ 306.
As one of the tests of the new excitation protocol, we wanted to extend our
spectra measurements to a higher n. The results were beyond our expectations. The
Rydberg series associated with the “zero-field” nF features are robust until n reaches
about 600. This is ascribed to the fact that the size of the nF features are very
sensitive to the small stray fields. This helps us better adjust the applied biases
on the electrodes to achieve an excellent field zero [79]. Hence both measurement
of the excitation spectra and monitoring the probe-delayed survival probabilities are
improved producing more accurate results. Furthermore, the reduction in stray fields
(which are estimated to be ≤ 25µV cm−1 ) can further maintain the coherence of
Bohr-like wave packets, which is discussed in the next section.
One of the reasons that we use the three-photon excitation is to obtain high Rydberg production rates, so it is critical to measure the average number of 306F Rydberg
atoms excited as a function of oven temperature. This measurement was implemented
by using a 600-ns-duration 461-nm laser pulse and, when necessary, neutral density
filters to reduce the laser intensities. This is because, as we mentioned before, our
experimental setup couldn’t detect more than one Rydberg atom following one laser
pulse. Hence in order to limit the size of the necessary dead time corrections, the
probability of detecting one Rydberg atom must be constrained to below ∼ 0.5 using neutral density filters inserted in the 893-nm laser. The resulting data in the
absence of dc field are shown in figure 6.2, as well as the average number of excited
atoms per laser shot that in principle should be obtained with using full power laser
power. Both these estimated numbers and the numerical results don’t consider the
Rydberg blockade effect, and they imply that for oven temperatures of 6000 C, about
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Figure 6.2: 306nF Rydberg atoms are excited during a 0.6-µs-duration laser pulse as
the oven temperature is increased. The average number of excited atoms is shown
as a function of the oven temperature. In the experiments, in order to avoid the
saturation effect mentioned in chapter 2, we reduced the intensity of the 893-nm laser
by the indicated amounts using neutral density filters, to limit the production rates
of Rydberg atoms. The measured data are shown in solid symbols. Assuming the
dipole blockade is absent, we plotted the expected number of excited atoms in open
squares. The solid lines display the simulation results employing a 4-level model,
which is multiplied by the number of atoms within the interaction volume obtained
from the vapor pressure.
one hundred Rydberg atoms can be created within one 600-ns-duration laser pulse,
corresponding to a density of ∼ 5 × 106 atoms cm−3 . This demonstrates that implementation of the three-photon excitation scheme is worthwhile as the production
rates are increased. The simulations are based on a 4-level model utilizing the 5s21 S0
as ground state, 5s5p1 P1 and 5s5d1 D2 as intermediate states, and 5s306f 1 F3 as final
state. We used the TAE model to determine the dipole matrix elements for transitions
between low-lying states while the transition between 5s5d and 5s306f is obtained
from the scaling law with n. The resulting excitation probabilities are multiplied by
the number of atoms within the interaction volume derived from the strontium vapor
pressure curves to calculate the average number of excited atoms. The numerical
results for n ∼ 306 approximately reproduce the expected production rates at full
laser power. Clearly at full laser intensity, large numbers of Rydberg atoms can be
created in a single laser shot.
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6.2

Quasi-1D States Created at a dc Field

To enhance dipole-dipole interactions, we still need to create strongly polarized states.
Similar to the discussion in section 5.2, a dc field is applied to the Rydberg atoms
to create Stark states. The “nF ” states couple strongly with the extreme red-shifted
states in the neighboring Stark manifold even in the presence of a weak dc field
without suffering a large suppression of the oscillator strengths. This is shown in
both figures 6.1 (a) and (b), which display the calculated expectation values of the
dipole moment hz1 + z2 i. Also their dipole moments grow so fast with the increasing
dc field that even at Fdc ≥ 0.25Fcross values of ∼ 1.2n2 can be obtained. The “nP ”
states, however, don’t possess noticeable dipole moments even in the presence of
dc field near Fcross . Because of their reluctance to couple with the adjacent Stark
states, their feature sizes remain relatively unaffected by the applied dc field, while
the “nF ” states undergo a strong mixing with the higher-L states resulting in a
decrease in feature size with increasing dc field. Fortunately, we can maintain 60%
of the “nF ” feature size at Fdc ∼ 0.3Fcross , which is sufficient to provide a density of
about 1.5 × 106 cm−3 at full laser power according to figure 6.2. This suggests that an
average interparticle separation of ∼ 90µm can be obtained in our present apparatus,
which should ensure the blockade effects become important. At Fdc ∼ 0.8Fcross , “nD”
states are produced whose polarization and feature sizes are comparable to those for
“nF ” states at Fdc ∼ 0.25Fcross .
As in the previous chapter, we use two methods to characterize the polarization
of the excited strontium “nF ” Rydberg states. Again the data can be interpreted
using an SAE model. We use classical CTMC simulations to calculate the ionization
probabilities and the dipole moments. The simulations are implemented by using an
ensemble of parabolic states defined via the TAE-determined average dipole moments
of “nF ” states. Such an ensemble evolves in the presence of the dc field and electric
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field pulses. Final states with negative energies (or slightly below zero energies) are
considered as the surviving portion of the ensemble. The resulting simulations for
“nP ” and “nD” states will be also shown.

6.2.1

Ionization by a Field Step

In this subsection we use the pulsed field ionization method to determine the dipole
moment. The targeted states are “306F ” states excited in dc electric fields of several
different values. We use the same probe field as Eq.(5.28), where the pulse duration
Tp is about 2.3 times of the Kepler period Tn . Also the asymmetry which serves as a
measure of the polarization in the previous chapter is used here. Figure 6.3 shows the
results both from experiments and simulations. The asymmetries in the ionization
probabilities are clearly Fdc -dependent. The higher Fdc is, the larger the asymmetries
are. This agrees with the prediction in figure 6.2 that the polarization can be enhanced
by increasing the applied dc field. An interesting phenomenon is that the ionization
probabilities are not sensitive to the strength of Fdc when Fstep is applied parallel
to the states’ dipole moment. This is due to the fact that in this case the state is
oriented towards the saddle point in the electron potential created by applying Fstep ,
which permits an easy escape for the electron. On the other hand, in the case that
the dipole moments are oriented antiparallel to Fstep , the growing Fdc can markedly
increase the size of Fstep required to induce ionization occur. This results because
strong scattering from the core ion prevents the electron from traversing the atom
and arriving at the saddle point. The values of the dipole moments in our measured
data are estimated by comparison to simulations. For example, in the Fdc = 0.4Fcross
figure, the numerical model employs a dipole moment of ∼ 1.2n2 a.u., and since the
resulting ionization probabilities reproduce well the measured data, we can conclude
that the Rydberg states we created in the experiments possess dipole moments of
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Figure 6.3: Numerical results of CTMC calculations and measured ionization probabilities for “306F ” states as a function of the scaled amplitude of the probe, Fstep n4
with duration Tp ∼ 2.3Tn . In figure (a), the CTMC calculations employ a microcanonical ensemble defined by l = 1 and m =1. (b), (c), and (d) are obtained with
an initial ensemble as a combination of 13 parabolic states with the average k of,
respectively, 166, 212, and 244. The strength of the applied dc fields is indicated.
The solid circles mark the data taken with the probe field applied parallel to the dc
electric field Fdc , while the open circles are for those with the probe field directed
antiparallel to Fdc . The ionization probabilities obtained with the probe field parallel
(antiparallel) to Fdc are shown by the solid (dashed) lines.
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approximately this value.
In the presence of a dc electric field, the manifold of Stark states results in a
relatively broad feature in the excitation spectrum as shown in figure 6.1. If our
previous theoretical discussions associated with the polarizations of the Stark states
are true, the asymmetries in the measured ionization probabilities for the extreme
red-shifted Stark states within these broad features should be the reverse of those
for the extreme blue-shifted states. Furthermore, by tuning the laser across these
features it should be possible to selectively excite states with different polarizations
and orientations. This new method to manipulate and control Rydberg wave packets
is demonstrated in figure 6.4. In (a-c) we tuned the laser frequency to the positions
indicated in the inset. Their corresponding measured ionization probabilities are
taken with dc electric fields applied both parallel and antiparallel to the probe fields.
As expected, when the laser is red-detuned towards the lower edge of the manifold,
a strong asymmetry is seen. In figure 6.4 (b) where the laser is tuned in the vicinity
of the center of the manifold, little asymmetry is observed, implying that the excited
states possess very small dipole moments. This indeed agrees with predictions. The
last data set is obtained with the laser tuned to the upper edge of the manifold. A
strong asymmetry is again seen but is reversed with respect to the red detuning case.
These analyses validate the theory associating structure in the Stark manifold to the
dipole moments of the corresponding states. Also since the “nF ” states have strong
oscillator strengths and couple with the extreme red-shifted states, the excitation
rates on the downhill side are larger than the uphill side. This leads to another fact
seen in figures 6.4 (a) and (c): the magnitude of the asymmetry for the red-shifted
states is larger than that for the blue-shifted states.
The asymmetry measured for the “308P ” state is displayed in figures 6.4 (d)
and (e). Even at Fdc = Fcross almost no symmetry is observed. This is consistent
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Figure 6.4: (a-c) Measured data and numerical results of the ionization probabilities
for states excited as the laser is tuned at points (A-C), which are shown in the
spectrum in the inset. The ionization probabilities were taken in the presence of a dc
field Fdc ∼ 0.4Fcross as a function of the scaled amplitude of a Tp ∼ 2.3Tn probe field,
Fstep . (d, e) show the ionization probabilities for “308P ” states. The data for “308D”
are displayed in (f, g). The values of the applied dc electric fields are indicated. The
field amplitude axis is indicated in scaled units Fstep n4 . The solid circles are data
points taken with the Fdc applied parallel to the probe field. The data for the case
that these two fields are antiparallel, are shown in open circles. The initial state
chosen in the CTMC simulations is an ensemble of 13 parabolic states with average
k of (a) 244, (b) 0, (c) -195, and (d-g) a distribution derived from the quantum TAE
calculations.
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with theory as the nP states don’t interact strongly with other Stark states even as
they penetrate into the Stark manifold. In contrast, in figures 6.4 (f) and (g), data
measured for “308D” state show noticeable asymmetry. As discussed before, only for
values of Fdc greater than 0.8Fcross do the “nD” states possess large dipole moments
and large oscillator strengths. The data show a somewhat smaller asymmetry than
that obtained via two-photon excitation of (M = 0) “nD” states at similar fields, but
larger production rates.

6.2.2

Production of Near-Circular States

The characterization method and discussion here follow those described in subsection
5.2.4. Near circular Bohr-like wave packets are created from strontium “309F ” states.
Comparisons to model calculations show that the dipole moments of “nF ” states
created at a dc field Fdc ∼ 0.3Fcross are ∼ 1.2n2 . In these experiments, the dc field
is applied along the x direction while a 5 mV cm−1 80-ns-duration transverse pump
pulse is applied along the z axis (the axes here follow figure 2.11.) Also a 6-nsduration field step of amplitude Fcross ∼ 100 mV cm−1 is applied along either the x or
z axis to probe the evolution of the product wave packets. Figure 6.5 shows both the
numerical results and the measured data. The survival probabilities are recorded as a
function of the time delay between the end of Fpump and the start of Fstep and mirror
the expectation values of the spatial coordinates, hx(t)i and hz(t)i. As explained in
subsection 5.2.4, a maximally polarized state can create a circular wave packet that
is confined almost within the xz plane. If we probe such a wave packet along both
the x and z directions, we expect to obtain oscillation amplitudes with equal size.
Hence, the data in figures 6.5 (a) and (b) indicate that an excellent polarized initial
state is achieved through three-photon excitation.
Except for characterizing the polarization of the product Rydberg states, the near-
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Figure 6.5: The black lines are measured survival probabilities probed from nearcircular Bohr-like wave packets for “309F ” states. The applied dc electric field is
Fdc ∼ 0.3Fcross . The pump pulse is of 5 mV cm−1 and 80 ns long. The probe pulse
lasts for only 6 ns and has an amplitude of ∼ 100 mV cm−1 . The time axis is defined
as the time delay between the end of Fpump and the start of Fstep . In (a), the probe
pulse is parallel to Fdc (z direction) while in (b) it is parallel to Fpump (x direction).
An ensemble of 13 parabolic states (k ' 224 and m = 2) is employed as the initial
states in the CTMC simulations.
circular wave packets can also serve as a measure of the coherence. Figure 6.6 shows
the evolution of the oscillations in survival probabilities. During this evolution, the
collapse and built-up of oscillations are seen associated with quantum revivals. This
behavior is caused by the distribution of different n-dependent angular frequencies,
ωn = En − En−1 , within the wave packet. Strong quantum revivals occur when the
number of involved n-states is small. For example, if the wave packet is a coherent
superposition of only two n-states (n and (n + 1)), the dephased wave packet will
move back into phase at the revival time [80]

TR =

2πn4
2π
'
.
ωn − ωn+1
3

(6.2)

The coherence of the system, however, can be destroyed by all sorts of processes
including noise, stray fields, and blackbody radiation. This “decoherence” effect is
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Figure 6.6: (a) Experimental data of survival probabilities for “306F ” states created
in the presence of dc field Fdc ∼ 0.3Fcross , as a function of the time delay between the
end of Fpump and the start of Fstep , which is ∼ 120 mV cm−1 in the z direction. (b)
Numerical results with the same conditions. The initial ensemble is chosen such that
the quantum revivals can be well reproduced.
reflected by a decrease in the magnitude of the quantum revivals. In other words, a
system that can maintain robust quantum revivals for a long duration of time has
only a weak interaction with its environment. The revivals of the near circular wave
packet shown in figure 6.2 are pronounced and long-lived, which indicates that a
better reduction of stray fields and stray field inhomogeneities in the experimental
volume has been achieved.
In figure 6.5, the fast quantum beats with the Kepler frequency of the classical
orbital motion, 2πn2 ' 4 ns can be seen, while in figure 6.2 the revival time TR '
400 ns is better resolved. A CTMC calculation is implemented to explore the details
of figure 6.6. In figure 6.6 we see that a slow decay in the amplitude of the revivals
occurs even in the simulation in which no decoherence is assumed. This is due to
the fact that in Eq.(6.2) the denominator ωn − ωn+1 is weakly dependent on n, so
TR is only approximately proportional to n4 . This small mismatch gradually reduces
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the revival amplitude. The excellent agreement between the numerical results and
the measured data confirms that stray fields are very small producing an excellent
environment for studies of strongly-coupled Rydberg systems.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1

Conclusions

This work has presented studies of very-high-n potassium and strontium Rydberg
atoms. For the case of potassium, chaotic ionization and nonlinear optical phenomena
were investigated, while for the study of strontium both two-photon excitation and
three-photon excitation schemes were tested. The former marks an end to a long
journey of the study of single-valence-electron Rydberg atoms, and the latter carries
this forward to a brand new series of experiments on two-valence-electron Rydberg
atoms.
In chapter 3 we demonstrated that a train of alternating kicks can create a turnstile
structure in phase space that governs the chaotic ionization of quasi-1D Rydberg
atoms. We varied both the kick strength and the duration of the kicking cycle to
study the influence of the alternating pulse sequences on the ionization fraction. This
demonstrated how the turnstile transports electrons from one localized region of phase
space to a new localized region of phase space, resulting in ionization. This work not
only provides a better understanding the ionization mechanisms induced by HCP
kicking, but also furnishes a valuable laboratory for the study of nonlinear physics.
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Chapter 4 explores how the high-n Rydberg atoms respond to rf electric drive
fields. Both experimental and theoretical techniques were developed to probe and
explain the linear response Imχ(ωuv ; ωrf , Frf ). In the experiment an AWFG is used to
provide the sinusoid drive field during excitation using a uv laser beam. The drive
field induces quantum optical features including EIT, Autler-Townes splitting, and
the Bloch-Siegert shift which can be observed in the excitation spectra. The features
of interest in these spectra are described by a harmonic oscillator model, based on
the fact that the spacing between ns and np is nearly equal to that between np
and (n + 1)s. The multiphoton excitation is investigated by varying both the drive
field amplitude and frequency. This also demonstrates a clear classical picture of
such a system, since the product states are superpositions of an increasing number of
unperturbed states as the drive field strength increases.
The production of very-high-n strontium Rydberg atoms via two-photon excitation is presented in chapter 5. This new excitation scheme provides a remarkable
increase in the number of n ∼ 300 Rydberg atoms that can be created. A TAE
model was developed to understand the spectra. The Sr+2 core is described by a
semi-empirical core potential which contains several parameters tuned to match the
measured quantum defects. In particular, this model plays an important role in the
analyses of the “nD” states that are excited in the presence of dc fields. The TAE
model offers a reliable description of the initial states, which forms the basis of CTMC
simulations to predict the dynamics of near-circular wave packets and the ionization
processes. The average dipole moment of the photoexcited Rydberg states and the
effects of core scattering are characterized and examined in experiments based on
pulsed field ionization of polarized atoms and the creation of circular states. Comparison between measured data and numerical results illustrates that for very-high-n
Rydberg states, the excitation spectra follow Coulomb scaling as long as quantum
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defects and Ritz corrections are applied.
Even though two-photon excitation opens up an opportunity for creating large
numbers of Rydberg atoms in the absence of dc fields, the production of strongly
polarized Rydberg states requires applying dc fields Fdc ∼ Fcross , which greatly reduces
the production rates. Chapter 6 tests a solution to this problem, namely utilizing a
three-photon excitation scheme. The “nF ” Rydberg atoms strongly couple to the
neighboring Stark manifold and acquire dipole moments of ∼ 1.2n2 a.u. even in
small dc fields, Fdc ∼ 0.2 − 0.3Fcross . This permits large production rates of polarized
Rydberg atoms with densities where blockade effects should become important. The
dipole moments of the product states have been characterized by both pulsed field
ionization and the creation of circular states. Also we modified the TAE model to
improve the simulation leading to better agreement with, and understanding of, the
measured data.

7.2

Outlook

Based on the work presented here, a wide array of future studies appear attractive.
First of all, in the study of chaotic dynamics in atomic systems, we proposed that
capturing free electrons into bound states might be realized by carefully designing
a series of alternating kicks applied to quasi-1D Rydberg states. Also, such kicks
could provide a new protocol to transport localized wave packets between different
regions of phase space, inducing “hopping” to a narrow distribution of final energy
states. Since we can now efficiently produce quasi-1D strontium Rydberg atoms,
transferring the potassium-based experimental skills into the study of strontium can
help us implement more sophisticated research on chaotic ionization and the turnstile
mechanism, which could potentially create new schemes for information processing.
With the aid of a high-density sample of trapped laser-cooled atoms, the SFI
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probing scheme described in chapter 4 might be replaced by studying the absorption
of the uv beam (or infrared beam for strontium) to determine the linear response, Imχ.
Also unprecedented control of orbital and spin degrees of freedom can be realized if we
can combine the purely electric field (Frf , ωtextrf ) with a propagating electromagnetic
field. This is because the electromagnetic field can couple the ground hyperfine states
whose frequency separation, ∼ 461 MHz, matches that between levels with ∆n = 2
at n ∼ 305, such that entanglement might be possible involving nuclear, electronic
and photonic degrees of freedom.
Also, for the control and manipulation of Rydberg wave packets, we have been
looking for a way to use the Hohmann transfer to rapidly transfer localized nearcircular wave packets to higher-n orbits while maintaining localization. Figure 7.1
shows the basic idea of Hohmann transfer and a sketch of the applied HCPs. The
procedure to realize the Hohmann transfer is described in the caption. The critical
variables in the figure have the following relationships:
r
∆vπ = vπ − v1 =

1
r1

r

1
r2




2r1
−1 ,
r1 + r2

(7.1)

and
r
∆vα = v2 − vα =

r
1−

2r1
r1 + r2


.

(7.2)

The required parameters can be analytically obtained in the case that the applied
kicks are ideal delta functions. To better simulate the experimental case, we utilize
the real profile of the generated HCPs and CTMC simulations. The optimized final
results are shown in figure 7.2. For the average spatial coordinates, we can see that
after the two kicks, the oscillations in hx(t)i, hy(t)i slowly decay indicating that either
the wave packets are not localized or they don’t travel in near-circular orbits. The
energy distribution reflects the fact that the wave packets are broadened in energy,
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Figure 7.1: The basic idea of Hohmann transfer is to apply an impulsive momentum
transfer to an object in a small circular orbit in order to transfer it to an elliptical
orbit. After it travels for half of this elliptical orbit, another impulsive momentum
transfer is applied such that this object moves into a larger circular orbit. In the
figure, the variables represent the following physical parameters: r1 , radius of the
inner circular orbit; r2 , radius of the outer circular orbit; a = (r1 + r2 )/2, semi-major
axis of the elliptical transfer orbit; v1 , velocity in the inner circular orbit; v2 , velocity
in the outer circular orbit; vπ , velocity in the perigee of the transfer orbit; vα , velocity
in the apogee of the transfer orbit; ∆vπ , impulse at the perigee; ∆vα , impulse at
the apogee. The bottom of the figure shows the time series of the application of
HCPs. A pump pulse is used to precess the quasi-1D wave packets into near-circular
wave packets. The first kick imparts momentum to the wave packet and an elliptical
orbit results. After half of a period, the second kick is applied to transfer the elliptical
orbit into a near-circular orbit. The amplitude and timing of the kicks are analytically
derived and then optimized by using CTMC simulations (see the text.)
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Figure 7.2: The average spatial coordinates, energy distribution and total angular
momentum distribution are shown as functions with respect to time. In the top
figure, x0 and y0 are the average spatial coordinates in the plane of the near-circular
orbit, and are represented by black lines and red lines, respectively.
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i.e., disperse in the radial direction. Even though the broadening doesn’t seem strong
in figure 7.2, the final states are distributed into a very large range of n (∆n ∼ 200),
because in the very-high n region (n ∼ 450), the spacings between neighboring states
are extremely small. Also in the figure of the total angular momentum distribution
is obviously broadened, revealing that a large range of elliptical states are involved.
This means the total angular momenta are no longer ∼ n leading to the reduced
amplitude of the spatial oscillations. Comparisons between the number of bound
classical trajectories in the initial ensemble and in the final ensemble shows that
a small fraction of the initial trajectories are missing in the final ensemble, which
indicates the electron has a finite chance of being ionized after the two kicks. Figure
7.3 shows the profile of the two kicks used in the experiments and three measured SFI
spectra with different kicking patterns. The analysis of the results is detailed in the
caption. Even though the SFI spectra shows that two applied kicks can help narrow
the energy distribution of the product states, the resulting wave packets are not
localized enough to show oscillations in the measurement of survival probabilities as
a function of probe delay (measured data are not shown in this thesis as no significant
oscillation was observed). This is due to the fact that our current pulse generators
cannot provide very-narrow HCPs, and thus do not satisfy the requirement for near
delta function kicks. We tried to use a single transverse kick to transfer a quasi-1D
localized wave packet to a near-circular wave packet with higher n, but for similar
reasons, successful transfer was not achieved. Further improvement of this experiment
could be achieved by purchasing better state-of-the-art pulse generators or developing
better orbit-transferring protocols.
Finally, in chapters 5 and 6, we have seen that strongly polarized quasi-1D Rydberg states can be created in the beam at densities ∼ 106 cm−3 . This implies that
dipole blockade effects can be observed. In the future, we plan to use two localized ex-
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Figure 7.3: The top figure shows the profile of the two kicks used in the experiments.
The first one is generated by the PSPL pulser. The width of the HCP is set to be 1 µs,
but a large fluctuation of the fields occurs before the second kick, which is generated
by an HP pulser. The shapes of both pulses are not stable and jitter constantly
especially when their widths are narrow. Also the ringing after the first kick changes
the total momentum imparted to the atoms in different repetitions of the experiment.
This implies that the optimized kicks in the simulation cannot be reproduced by
our current experimental set up. This is the major reason why in the experiments
oscillations in survival probabilities cannot be clearly observed. The bottom figure
displays three SFI spectra corresponding to the kicking pattern indicated. This figure
reflects the relatively narrow distribution in energy after the second kick as shown in
figure 7.2. However, as explained in the text, the n distribution has been broadened to
a large range. Also the blue feature and the red feature already touch the ionization
limit, which suggests that some atoms were ionized.
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citation regions defined using tightly-collimated atom beams and/or strongly-focused
laser beams to create Rydberg atom pairs at well-defined separations [16, 17, 18, 19].
Well separated excitation of two Rydberg atoms can be obtained with one in each
locally-blockaded region, if the excitation volumes are of dimensions ≤ 100µm. The
degree of coupling two Rydberg atoms can then be controlled transferring the two
neighboring Rydberg atoms to higher-n states using one (or more) short electric field
pulses (which could be the chirped sinusoidal drive fields or Hohmann transfer HCPs
just mentioned) [2, 52]. In other words, their mutual interaction can be strengthened
by increasing the classical diameters of the two Rydberg atoms, resulting in a transition from a weakly to a strongly interacting atom pair. Also, since the initial states of
these two (or more) Rydberg atoms are well defined, we can control their orientations
to observe the resulting change of their interactions. Furthermore, some states are
of interest in the blockade regime that cannot be accessed by direct photoexcitation,
for example, a transient Rydberg “molecule” that contains two strongly-correlated
Rydberg atoms. Such a state can be formed if the product Rydberg states possess
a size that is large enough to be comparable to the interparticle spacing. Long-lived
configurations may be created in such a “molecule” when the electron motions are
correlated they remain far apart. Another potential manipulation protocol is to use
periodic electric drive fields to create a correlated phase-locked Rydberg pair wave
packet. Recently we upgraded our apparatus so that we can count more than one
Rydberg atom following a laser shot. This opens up a promising future to implement
similar studies to those described above.
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